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By WALTER LOGAN
United Press International
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Teruel announced its troops captured the Egyptian fortress of Sharm
a el Sheikh today and broke the blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba. Unofficial reports said swift moving
Israeli armored columns reached
the Suez Canal while other troops
0eneed the Jordanian sinter of Jerusalem.
Egypt admitted the loss of Sharmel Sheikh and discheed that Israeli
paratroopers were involved. Israeli
fortress
paratroops raptured the
daring the 1956 Suez war. A U. A. R.
communique said a firce air battle
took place and that five Israeli jets
and two troop an transports were
shot down
41, A stokeernan said Israel spearheaded a drive to the southernmost
r
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today Its
announced
troops had captured Sharm el
Sheikh to tweak the blockade ef
the Gulf of Aqaba and that the
main body et the Eryptian army
In the Steal Desert has teem
defeated. Jordan's iesetor of JetURIPM fell to Israeli troops.
Israel

thrt-

JERUSALEM. Israel St —
Maj. Gen. Hitshak Kathie the
Wrath ehlef of staff. said today
the main body of the Egyptian
&may in the !lewd Desert had
teen defeated.

•

Mrs Nora Shertden of Hart
admitted to the Murray-Celine ..
Courgy Hospltal yesterday at 10 54,
after suffering injuries
am
an accident at South 16th al.
Sycamore Streets. aoc-erdci •
-the report filed by Sgt B.,.
Weeks and Patrolman Joe
W eher.epoon.
The patient is reported e •
conitnon this morning by the
e*
authorthes who reported she
had lacerateons to the forehead
and Agit wrist.
Theodore Paul Maggerci, 502
Beal, age la, was treated at the
emergency morn of the hcepttal
and relensed. He had iacerateons
to the right *de of the forehead
Police said the accident ,00curred an Mathierd, driving a 1962 Corvan two door, was going north
on 16th Street Jessie Franklin
Sheridan. Hazel, driving a 1964
Pontiac four door, pulled eut of
Sycamore Street in front of the
Magiand oar, the Police said.
Maggard tiled to lake the ditch to
keep from tatting the Sheridan
car but could not inks it, the Police report said. Mrs. Sheridan was
a paaenger in the Pontiac.
Damage to the Milignard car was
on the right front 'and to the
festinated on Page Five)

of reports the Israelis had reached
the Suez Canal in a record -breaking dash acmes the Sinai Peninsula,
but the high command announced
earlier the Israelia had captured
the Sinai desert Icahn of Rumania,
only 21 Mies from the canal, and
were driving &Lang the Mediterranean coast.
Other Israeli forces today completed the conquest of the Jordnen
Ian part of Jerusalem after a brisk
battle. Authorative diplomatic sources in London said hard-pressed
Jordan had asked the Western powers to intervene to halt the fighting.
The United Arab Republic in its
most serious admision of setbacks
In the three-day old war, admitted
that its troops had been driven
back to "second line posettons" in
the Sinai Desert.
Oa Egyptian
Egyptian civilians learned for the
first tune earlier today Israeli forces were on Ell'YPtian territ°rY•
There were no details on the reported capture of Sharm el Sheikh.
which the Egyptians reported heavily bombarded on Monday when the
Arab-Israeli conflict began Israeli
paratroopers captured it in 1956 in
• similar blitzkrieg
Amman Radio mid today Jordan
asked Tuesday night by the United
Al Blum of Murray, president
Nations Security Council Egypt re- emeritus of the League of nenjected it despite the series of dis'sew Sportscast. has received the
astrous military losses and reportAward
Comervatioreet
ed its troops still fighting valiantly.
ths League of Kentucky
•
Again Egypt bnamed its setbacks
ithethethen and the Sears-Roebuck
on the United States and Entail
and said its armored forges in the
Skin received one of St conAlma wens wietoms of le hint U.jile
sertithial mini* and ell be prethattali-Israsli offensive.
• trophy at the aThe United /Rana and Within sented with
have denied the charges as malicious nerds banquet whale wal be held
lies aimed at tormenting Arab ha- on Parlay night in sionsollon_wth
the League's annum/ convention at
tred against the Western allie.s.
Ocatagton with Governor 123ward
Breathitt presorting the awards
and delivering the principal add-

Al Blum-To Receive
Conservationist Honor

Up of the Sinai Pentrenna in a
an
movement that employed both
ground and air forces -• drive that
covered pearly 150 miles in less than
three days.
Capture of Sharm el Sheikh and
destrucUon of the bulk of Egyptian
armor in the Sinai Destrt meant
that Israel had achieved two of its
Mho at the banquet. to be held
prime objectives in the war against
at the Lamplighter Motor Inn at
the Arabs which began at 9 a. m.
be presented the
Ontington,
2 a In EDT) on Monday.
A minor goif meet will be held premiere of the new film "KenThe third objective was securing
of her borders from which Arab in- at the Cia2oway County Country tucky's Feathers! Raintow". a
filtrators struck into Ierael on ter- Club on Thursday. June 8 at dory of Kentucky's birdkfe_
ror and !sabotage trunntons. Israeli 8 30 am
forces were deep in Jordan in • Felons not hated in the pairdrive aimed at the Jordan River, ings will be placed in a foursome
and were hitting Syrian troops to on the tee Pairings are as follows
Johnny Quertermous, Bob Taythe north Attacks from the Gaza
lor, Steve Payne, Bill Pasco
Strip ended with its capture.
Johnny Williams. David AlexJoyce's Victory
A number of tonal persona are
The most joyous victory to the ander, Mitch Ward, Don Ryan
Karl Converse. David Hueties, attending the 139th Memphis An1111 Israelis was the occupation of the
nual Conference of the Mettioenst
ancient city of Jerusalem. closed to Kip Clopton. Ricky Orr
them by the Jordannne for more
Johnny Garland, Mark James, Church being held in Paducah this
week
than 20 years Gen Moshe Daahan. Ronnie Kirk, Dale Hughes
the conqueror of the Arabs, rode
Delegates are expected to enTrip Williams, Larry Robinson,
triumphantly Into the town
dorse three eigntficant moves of
Dan Luther. John Brtote
Dayan went direct to the wailing
- all of winch
Tun Landier, Johnny Hewitt, the conference
wail, a relic of the ancient Jews. Dow Lindsey, Bruce Scott
are tied into the thurchwerie proof
Hundreds
prayers
and offered
Leith Pulton, Karen Kennedy, Frain of the lOn minden Methodhis troops, dirt-caked. sweaty, tired, Jamie Frank, Jan Shuffett
ists.
win,
the
at
prayer
stood silently in
The rnaves are as follows:
Slain Emerson. Kerney Koenen
the
for
symbol
which has been a
1
Merger of The Methodiet
Jennifer Taylor, Marilyn Doran.
11- Jews for 2.000 years
Kethey Rowlett. Nancy Hart. Church arid the 850.000-member
backed
which
The Bonet Union,
Contiyn Lottery, Mary Ann Tay- Evangelical United Brethren Churthe Arabs in the fight with Israel,
ches
lor.
meetcelled today for an emergency
2 A pOttlta0n to eliminate the
, Ing of the Security Council and It
Negro Central Jurisdiction which
was expected to meet in a matter
would allow Negro member/chip in
of hours The Menden% had grown
whatever conference the members
increasingly dismayed en the Unitlive or are involved in their church
ed Arab military command began
The young people of Cherry work.
collapsing
3. A neer pension plan for MeThere ws no official confirmation Corner Baptist Chareh met at the
Triangbe Restaurant hat Friday thodist ministers
Confereree Secretary R A Invfor fellowship.
Larry Garland read the scrip- erts said It is the general feeling
ture, °housing a paseage from the that all of the proposals will rePalms Rob Dick led the in- naive the required vote The merger plain requires a two-thirds mavocation
A family enie cknner was cere- jority, the others require a simple
Clear to partWest Kentucky
warm through al and the group enjoyed a well natality
ly cloudy and
Thursday. High this afternoon and planned pregram Tarry Garland.
Thurichy mad 'and upper Ma Lows Steve Wilionenstry, and nuiv Downs
tonight in the 60s Southerly wind.; entertained the group with music
10-20 miles per hour thes after- and Ringing
The group then formed a Chrisneen and 6-12 tonight Outlook for
Pertly cloudy and warm tian then and senin"Bles be the
Friday
"Woodmen of the World prewith chance of afternoon thunder- Tie", Don McClure led the closing prayer.
sents v.,Ith pleasure this certificate
showers
Theme present were °charlotte of recrenntion to Louie Franklin
Kentucky Lake: 7 am 359. down Berl, Martha Hendon. Sandy Gar- Henson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
land. Dwain Bell. Ricky Ricitman, Milburn Hereon of Murray, for
0.1: below dam 303 3. up 21.
Barkley Lake; 359.1, down 0.1; Larry Garland, Steve Willoughby, proficiency in Americium history,"
Judy Downs, Don McClure, Ola wns the reading on the Certificate
bow then 310.9, up 3.2,
Roberts, Miele Garrison, given the young student.
Mae
iluntime 5:37; 'meet 8:14.
Louie is a Birth grade student
Danne Winchester. Rob Dick, Mr.
47 a m
.1
.
• Morn rtes 4
lid
Mrs Gerry Requarth, Bro. at Deutriens Scheel. His prIncipal
.:id Mrs Lalearin Williamson.
Is Robert. Jeffrey.

Junior Golf Meet
Set For June 8

•

Local People At
Methodist Meeting

a

Cherry Corner Young
People Hold Dinner
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WEATHER REPORT

Franklin Henson Is
Awarded Certificate
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Dr. Ralph Woods
Suffers Severe
Coronary Today

The Murray Recreation department will again offer a summer
begirming
program
recreate:tonal
June 12. Fredtiy, June 9. train 10II, the children will register for
different active:es This will aid
in Panning and will Inform the
parents and cinedren as to what
time their cheiren should be at

Gene Cathey
will be remembered

Gene Cathy
Field Is
Dedicated
The
Cathey
at the
Charles

dediceMon of the Gene
Fielki was held hist night
Murray Cety Park. with
Hale conducting the ser-

vices
Ty Hoillani was the weaker and
Geraki Tabors led the sunup which
WWI assembled, in prayer

\

the park
The program is under the directicn of Denies Taylor, part supervise:, There will be four college
students, Lanette Underwood, Dora Vaughn. Jimmy Felts, and Jerome Brandon, working as recreanonal leaders.
The program is open to all children:ditty and -county from Ages 6
on The different program . areas
this simmer will include Tennis,
Arts and Crafts. Geraeral playground. Folk Dancing. Archery,
Bicycle misty, and girls and boys
softball. Titre wit be apecial instruction in tennis Mach will be
ail during the week.
Arts and Crafts said general
plavercund will be scheduled for
Folk
Wednesday
Monday and
danctnir and other activities will
be scheduled for Tuesday and
Special projects and
Thursday
activities will be slated for Fri-

day.
The park program will run from
9-11 and 2-4 five days a week.
Children from 6-9 years will go
from 9-10 in the morning and
from 2-3 in the atternooin. The
older children will go from 1011 and from 3-4 in the afternoon.
The afternoon will be a repeat of
morning programs. The children
may mime either time or both
-We lope all the chiticiren in
Gene was an an-around" ath- the csty and county win take adlete at Murray Heine and was al lentsafte of the program and will
outstanding basketball player 4 neve a real nice sunmiern Taylor
Paducah Junior Cloacae. before bee med.
opening the head lisaketball ss
at New Concord High School

Mr. Holland told of the way
that Gene had dedicated his life
to the betterment of the young
people in Murray and CaBoway
Courty, and laid that the community is no batter than the people who Wee in it, and that peomade Murple like Gene
ray • much beAg community in
wheal to rive

Students Of Mrs.
Neale Mason Perform

He piled up another outatendMg record while machine there,
before he quit to enter the Maurance field.
Piano students uf Mrs. Neale
He devoted his every awe moB. atitson performed in rental
ment to the Murray Baseball AsMonday evening, June 5, at the
sociaticn, as well as officiating In
Murray Woman's Club House bethe
in
basketball
and
both football
fore an audience of families and
KRELAA.
friends Among students performOene worked in aa fields in
ing were Lori Brandon. Jennifer
the biaeleill amodiation serving as
Mason, Penny
Darnell, Robert
manager, umpire. and league preTerhune, Cathy Ctiristopher. Cinsident
dy McDaniel. Sharon Underwood,
A monument has been erected
Becky Terhune, Doriearina Steely,
In the cite park just south of the
Jerry White, Vicki White. Diana
Little League field which has been
Boone, Paula Owen. and Susan
named in his honor "This monuNance.
in
people
ment was bunt by the
Others who performed and, in
Murray and Calloway County who
addition. received special awards
knew Gene. so that he would be
were Lee Ann Boone, Bryan Terremembered," Hale said
hune, Candy Byrd. Greta. Ross,
Beverly Byrn, Sherry Smitin Kip
Meson, Jernice Rosa, Oarieyn Hurler and Donne Hall, in recognition of their frequent performances
in monthly class meetings throughout the year, and Sherry
Plans are now complete for the Smith, Jape Shoemaker, Donna
Murray Girl Scout Day Clump at Hall and Ilia Warren for showSnipe Creek on Kentucky Lake
.
ing unusually good improveneo.
the theme. during the year.
under
Operating
"Camping Stills". the five day
Jerrece Rom. Benton. for the
week of ownp will begin Monday. aeconcl consecutive year, won the
June 12 AB mine-red Pre will award for the beet perfomance of
leave by bus from the Girl Scout the recital, as judged by Mrs Macabin in the City Park at 8:30 anus mother. Mrs. S. H. Winchesant each morning and return at ter, who i
visiting in Murray
three pm.
from Von d a Second place and
Campers should wear aborts Or honorable mentions were given to
jeans, socks and stetrdy shoes, Jane Shoemaker, Lee Ann Boone
and should not wear takers or and Carolyn Hurley. Benton. for
amens Bring rain togs if It looks their performances in the recital.
kke rain. All girls are asked to
bring a nosebag lunch arid a
snap nothee pin each day unless Rev.
notified by your unit leader.
Lenders said to please not to
foreget an unbreakable drinking
Rev Charles Ernest Withons of
cup with a handle, a sit-upon or
mitt and make sure your name is LaverencevMe. New Jersey, a foron everything Brownies and Jun- mer honor graduate of Murrny
iors bring handbooks and a email State University, is one of M pernotebook and pencil Milk sviil be nine awarded a Presbyterian (iradude Fellowship for the 1967-68
furniehen
A nurse or notified .Finet Alder acedernic year.
He will continue his studies tois a member of the permanent
staff eo please do not bring Flint ward a doctoral degree in Old
Aid kin Any medication sitionld Testament at Princeton Thetelogai
be sent with rempiete indruorkins cal Seminary in Pnnceton. New
Jersey.
to be left with the nurse.
Williams is the son of Mr. and
There Is perhaps no caber camping experience that offers whit Mrs. W. P. Williams of Perin
Day Cange dors to girls of SI age Tennessee and is one of 15 who
levels and the sitilff Le hearing for- had a previous grant renewed by
ward to another successful yeat the UnIterl Presbyterinn Church
at our own Day Camp, according U.S.A He is a brother of James
C. Williams of Murray.
to Sue Kemp, Camp Director,

Plans Complete For
Girl Scout Day Camp

Ernest Williams
Receives Fellowship

fol. LXXXVIII No. 134

Dr, Ralph H. Woods

Fourteen Fined In
City Court Of Judge
William H. Dunn

Dr. Ralph H Woode, president
of Murray State University, suffered a severe heart attack this
morning at 3:00 o'clock. Reports
Indicate that he had a coronary
attack and he was removed to
the Murray-Caine/ay County Hospital
He was reported resting well
near noon ooday, however his condition is hated as ern:teal.

Dr Woods came to Murray In
1945 as the University's president.
The enrollment at that tine was
565 and the faculty numbered 62.
Today the enrollment of the Univertty is about 7.000 and the
R. C Ladd, charged with alare- faculty numbers over 600.
periling stop sem, entered plea of
The physical pent of the uniplane fined $1000 cods suspendverany has increased well over ten
ed
C. w oyerbey charged with times througn a building program
driving while innexicated, entered which has seen the campus in alplea of guilty. fined $10000 Plus moat constnnt activity over the
past several years.
$450 cots
All af the buildings north of
R S Welioughby, charged with
speeding, smarehel to breach of Chestnut Street have been conpeace, entered plea of guilty. fin- strutted since Dr Woods came to
Murray.
ed $10.00 plus $450 coats
Buikkrag developments under Dr.
Winfred Jackson. chanted with
public drunkenness. entered plea Woods include at least three new
of guilty, fined $1500 plus $4.50 women's domatories, six men's
dortnitorles, an expueded housing
costs.
R W Sagpangton. charged with complex for married etudenits. •
Fourteen persons were fined in
the City Court of City Judge WI!him H. (Jake) Dunn this week.
Records *IOW the following occurred,

speeding, entered plea of gutty,
fined $1000 pita $4.50 coda.
F W Sergeant. charged with
pubhe drunkenness. entered plea
of guilty, fined $15.00 pith $4.50
cods
IL L. Todd. charged with reckless driven, amended to beaten of
peace entered plea of guilty, fir,ed $1000 plus $4.50 cods
J N Coursey, durged with pen
nc drunkenness. entered plea of
gunten fined $1600 plus $4.50 costs.
Taylor Buchanan, charged with
pubik drunkenness, entered plea
of ratty, fined $1500 Plus f4-56
cods
Rubel Lockhart
charged with
pubht drunkenness, entered plea
of guilty, fined $15 00 phis $4 50
costs.
•
Wesley Redden. charged with
public drunkenness, entered plea
Mar tile-en Palmer
of guilty, fined $15.00 pith $4.50
coda.
.1. 0 Stns. Owned with breach
of peace, entered plea of guilty,
fined $15.00 phis $4.50 coda.
W. L. Ferree charged with no
operator's license, entered plea of
gunge, fined $10.00 phis $450 ants.
J
Mi Lassiter, charged with
(Special) — Resource developredness driving, amended to breach
merit as youth's heritage from the
of peace, entered plea of guilty,
past and responsibility to the futfined $1000 plus $450 nests.
ure will be the theme when Aileen
County
Calloway
Palmer from

are-rice Okra:Ong wiucli Is Mu being doubled in size, a gymnesnim.
an industrial Orts building which
since has been redly increased in
size with a new building, a student
uninn building, a new heating
plant, a new menntenanoe bulkimg, a baseball and athletic field,
two new cafeterias, a business&Madam building which has received new Moors, an applied science building, a nuriang education
building and an addition to the
library which doubled the size of
this structure. Additions and renovations have been earned out
for most other buildings. The new
building is also
administration
well underway and neers completion.
Since Dr. Woods became presithe Universe*, It has adent
chieved Univeraty status and has
a greatly expanded curricultun.
Murray State now offers magiers
degrees in several arena and the
grackle school has become greatly expanded.
The netiltary onlettee department
was added by Dr. Woocis and two
Years of milkary training is now
a required course at the University.
Dr. Woods is an interrianonally
known educator. He is a native
of Virginia and received his
degree at Berea College. his BS.
In Agriculture and MA. degrees
at the Unaversity it Kentucky,
and his PhD. at Cornell Univer-

it

sity,
He has been a teacher. a high
school principal. a Mather tnitne
ere and a sigasieleor. For a minibar of years he was protester of
educadon at the Univernant of
Kentucky In 1938 he became Du- enter of Vocationsa Education in
Kentucky and served in net capacity until 1946 when he came to
Murray.
He has been vice-pref./cent and
eresident of the American Vane.eial Asses:latex'
Dr Ws was requented by the
V S. State Department to go to
Greece in 1948, on a spectral mission to amid with the retabilltaitantinaed on Page Reel

Miss Palmer Will Attend
Resource Development Meet

Lloyd Ramer Named
As Fraternity Head

JOU. some 300 other young people
at the annual 4-H Itegtonal Resource Development Conference at
Fontana Village. N. C June 5-9.

on each resource. The sessions ca
minerals will be conducted by Et.
R I. Barnhisel. sett tranenikighl
with the University of Kentucky
agronomy department The other
concern atmoswortshops
phere. forestry, human, soil. wildlife. and water resources and each
will be °adducted by a /panelist
hewn one of the partintpating
states

Lloyd Ramer, son of Rev and
Mrs. Lloyd W. Ramer of Murray.
has been elected president of the
Epenon-Psi chapter of Kappa Sigma fraternity at Lambuth College.
Jackson, Tenn.
Ramer is e sophomore majoring
in English and history
The young man has been visiting has parents. but will leave this
week for lake Shore Methodist
Camp at Camden. Tern, where he
will be on the permanent staff as
a oeurneilor.

Murray Chamber To
Host Meeting At
Ken-Bar On Friday
The Murray Otsumber of Commerce win be one of the hinge for
the annual board of directors
meeting of the Kenturky Chamber
of Commerce to be held Friday
at, the Ken-Bar Inn
The dinner meeting will begin
at niz pm.
Other lode with MirrrOY are
Greater Paducah, Marshall County, Mayfie9d-flraves County, and
Kuterifflea - &Menthe - leivirwetonLyon County Chambers of CornMetre.

A total of 23 Iteretasoky 4-H Club
members from 11 counties will attend this 12th annual conference,
to which six other autos alio will
send - delegates This is the only
conference in -'live United States
held especially to enociurage young
people to appreciate and deeds,
the rellIOUrrea of their native region At the conference, the 4-Hers
&no learn haw their futtens are
reested to the proper development
and use of three resources and
are given opportunities to develop
their leadership shatters.

Conference heat reamonnbilities
are rotated among the seven states, and, this year, Kentucky is
hcet side. Dr. O. W. Schneider,
associate &rector of the Cooperative Entendon Service, University
of Kertudry. will give the welcoming address on Monday night,
June 5. and Kenturity wen be in
charge of the Monday evening
program. Jack Rudy, Ballard
County 4-Her will be nester of
cereenortiee at this program. Aileen
win be more leader for the vesper

program.

The conference keynote address
on the conference theme. "Resource Development. Our Heritage
— Our Responsibty." also will
be presented on Monday evening.
Featured speaker will be Denver
D. Robirgion. North Camino Extension test demonstratikin aver-

Peuticipeting dates. in adlition
to Kenitieny. are Alabama. Georgia, Mississippi. North Carolina,
Termer's*, and Virginia. Sponsors
of the conference are the Tennessee Valley Assodlation of Test Demonstration Farm Parivillies, the
Tennessee- Valley Authority (TVA).
visor.
and the Cooperative ractenslon
Services of the seven tains. Parts
Area Edenton persconet acof an the cooperating states are comilianiang the 4-H delegation to
in the area served by 'PTA.
North Caroline will be William
Moss, Paducah aiho Is conference
on otatimuun Oratorn Wlidns, Mayworkshops"
'Exploration
seven major resource areas will tied: Mies Katherine tfletthenhiirhlight the conference, with eon. Greenvale: and ./ac* Niece,
each 4-Her attending a session Hazard

V'
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THE LEDGER 6g. TIMES

Mets Glad To
Get Elroy Face

WBLISHED by LEDGER& TIMES PUBLISHING COMPAN
Y, Inc.,
Consoliciataon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tun,,
and The
• Tunes-Herald, Octoher 20, 1928, and the West
Kentucinan, January
1, 1942.
JAMIE C

WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising.
Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice
winch, It our opinion; are not for the best interest" of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRISENTATIVIai: WALLACE
WITMER 00., 1509
Madison Ave., Memptus, Tenn; Time & Lite Bldg.,
New York, N.Y.;
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

MURRAY,

The Almanac
re.

by United
International
Tomo is Wednesday, June 7,
Entered at the Pula Office, Murray, Kentucky
, for trananussion as
the 150th day of 1967 with 207
Second Cliis.s Matter.
to follow
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. By Carrier in Murray. per
week 25c, per month
The inns Is betoven its last
$1.10. In Calloway and ad./caning countaes, per year,
$4.50, elsewhere. $11.00. Quarter and new phase
"The Outstanding Civic ham el a Ceinmeni
The Wen** Oak is Saturn.
sy Awake
The minims Man are Mercury
irarigriry ad its nearspegoe
American Learnt
JUIpnir. Venus and Mars
W. 1- Pct. GS
WE1)NM3AY — JUNE 7, 1967
Born on Vi.., clay in 1711 was
Detroit
31 18 .633
Britoti bablion
supers George Chicago
2/ 16 606 2
-Beau- Bininull.
Baltimore
25 21
543
On Um thce Ia
iey:
Barton
24 23 .S11
6
In MM. deigilles seieeingin Minnesota
25 24 .510
t Nimes rms.,.
ATM,.AL
Palawan kg Ike
(noseband
24 24 .500 6%
CAIRO — Cairo Radio blasting US. and
British aid to the venues mesinnted Ainebein Ian- Pin York
22 24
478 7%
Israelis for Arab 106Ses in the Middle East war:
coin and Andrew Jaws= to hood KAMA city
23 28 .440 9%
"With treachery, villainy and meanness,
the
slink
Washingto
n
the United States
20 28
417 10%
Sneaked from the high seas with its British
In as, Mary ISckford made her California
20 32
385 12%
tail Wagging behind and stood side-by-side with the zionist
mina
donut
in
Tuesday's Results
-The Vioaggression
lin Ifkilier
Cleveland 6 Nitinneeota 4 1st, 10
Onemans
In
innings, twilight
Ink =Mg Olorlle VI
WASHINGTON — President Johnson describin
and
g the UnitQueea Illoiheld et lingland be- Minnesota 7 Cleveland I. 2nd. night
ed N.Cions' call for a ceasefire In the Middle
East:
oame lie Bra NOM iessarohs Detroit 11 Kansas City 1, 1st. twi1.•trst step forward .
a new time of settled peace and
light
to via the US
progress for all peoples of the Middle East."
In Illes, Oen. Ilkastarwir took Detroit 7 Kansas City 1, 2nd, night
I* his *Ries as presishmt of Col- New York 7 Washington I. night
BOISE. Idaho — George Peterson, who
interrupted his mina University in New York Chicago 5 Boston 3. night
hunt for woodchucks to capture two
Baltimore 16 Cahforma 4. 1st
escaped convicts who City
crashed through a prison fence nearby:
light
A Motion for the day
. BritBaltimore 11 California 1 2nd. night
"Too many people back off these days
when these things ian statesman John Morley mid.
Today's Probable Pinchers
happen."
-2t is not enough So do nod. One
Washington. Moore 3-1 and Orgain do It the Men %WY."
tega 2-6 at New York. Talbot 1-2
TIERRA AMARILLA. N.M. — Maj. Torn
Taylcrr of the
arid Monboucinette 0-0.
National Guard commenting On the chances
Boston, Lonborg 7-1 and Bell 1-5
of trundling up a
band of Spanish-American renegades
at Chicago Horlen 6-0 and Peters
who fled to the hills
after raiding the town Tuesday:
6-3
-The chances Of finding these men are
Detroit. Lotich. 5-6 at Kimaas
very remote,"
My, Lindblad 3-0
Cleveland, O'Donogbue 1-0 at
Mirinesota, Merritt 3-0.
Baltimore. Richert 2-6 at
forma, McGlothlin 5-1.
Thariday's Galena
For unto us a child is born, unto us
a son is given.
Boston at Chuziao
By MARTIN LAMB
Cheeks& at Minnesota
—Isaiah 9:6.
The way of life Christ Li'.:ght is
UPI Sports Writer
BnIunicire at California
the only hope for our
world as It travels such
Curt Blefary wrote his own pre- Washington at New York. night
path.
,
acription to cure a serious ailment
(Only games scnedulecn
To Bleary, nothing on • baseball field can be inure upsetting
National League
than a batting slump When he fell
LEDGILZ• TIllnal FILE
W. L. Pet. GB
Into one. he started looking for
Inati
35 18
remedies.
060 —
St. Louts
_Deaths reported today include Mrs
27 19
587 414
Artie Mae Nannel. The Baltimore slugger qualified
San Francisco
age 64, Joseph H CollIns, age 41,
28 21
571
5
Miss Edith Lovett, age 52. for a doctorate In medicine Tues25 22
532 7
day night when he drove in seven Pittaburgh
and Richard Todd. age W.
24 24
500 8%
run.s inn three saner& including Chicago
Charlie L Burkett-4 Airman. USN. son
of Mrs Pernecy a grand absames,
24 24
500 11%
as the Orioles Philadelphia
Weatherford of New Concord, aboard the
attack alrcr-aft car- routed Oalliknola 14-4
:a 26
4•11 10
in the find Atlanta
rier. UM Saratoga, will take part in
an International Naval rano ci a doublaboador. Biefary Los Angeles
21 26
420 12
Review scheduled to be held June 12
at Hampton Roads. Va. added them awn RIK's in the Houston
19 31
.380 1414
Miss Alta Pay Andrus, datitliter of
New York
17 30 3112 15
Mrs Lectra Andrea. nkshieep. wan by Bongeore 11-1
' became the bride of Donald
Tuseday's Ressits
Iinfary and he solved his proCurdis Simons, son of Mr and
New York 1 Pittsburgh 0, let. 10
Mrs John Howardm Simmons of
Mobile, Ala., an June 2 at blem kg borrowing a light bat front
the Flat HapUSt Church
ealisher Vic Roznorsky The m- innings
alice difference from his regular New York 3 Pittsburgh 2. 2nd, 10
Mks Jane Vaughn, member of the
Baptist Student Vslon
OM enabled him to whip It with tnrunga. night
staff here In Murray, is singing
with tae Mate HOU emir.
Philadelphia ill Chicago IL tat
Mine
now touring the Eastern part of
Kentucky.
-I got off to a ;Nick start early Philadelphia 11 C2214e6 &Ind. night
Ming Lovell Parker. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Jack Parflar, M the IMMO and I pie= it made Houston 3 81. UNA 2. sight
received the State Homemaker degree
at tbe 12th annual as a little gay broom" I went into Cincinnati 3MO Trhaelehe 2. night
State?A Meeting held On the
a slump.- Weary mid
Murray State College
was try- Atlanta 3 Los Amok* 2. Watt
Today's Prellailin Pniners
Mg for the Meg bell and got into
Chicago. Jenkins II-11 at Philathe bad hatet of dropping my shoU S 1-2 ito-'41111
8324111-32 7$: ulder in fron of my body delphia. Bunning 144,
U 8 1-3 190-220 ba. 831.16-2139.
New Yon, Plellese 3-11 at PittsNan In Ram
Federal filtnee Market News Service.
U 8 2-3 236-EMas 11935-20.119:
The double win only enabled burgh Sisk 24.
Wednesday. June 7 -9117 Lentiony
UOWN:
Los Angelis. Button 3-6 at Agtbird-piacie Baltimore to keep pox
Purchase-Area Hag Market Report
leam. Janne 4-2
Includes 7 Buying Mations
U 8 1-2 350-3611 Sa 117 1S-1t18 wati the Ainereban Lennie Ikon*
San Prassoloso, Mancha! 9-4 at
Receipts 725 Head. Borrows and U S 1-3 35S-41110
$14.10-17.1111: Dentist Tigers. whip atm swept a
Cinetrinat.. Mime 4-1
Celts Steady. Som. et,-.4y
450-411111 lba. 011.10-16.64 doubleheader from Kansas City by
Wanton. BeIlasky 0-1 at St LOI1111.
worm of 11-1' and 1-1. DIMPOR he&
%mond-000e Memo by wo genies Carlton 4-1
llinraday's Gaines
and the Orions by four and useLco Angeles at Anew*. night
The Willss Nee best the Boston Elan Pranciseo at Cbwainnau, night
Red Sok j4Cbielend and Man- Houston at St Louis. night
(Only. nines ocheduledo
moon
aisablehmader. the
Mass Street
Phone 753-M21
Indlimasielpss the le-inoins °pintse 41.4-asall Ike Twins rebeuesime
Me Monientirre. supported
by
and the New York' Yankees Steve Whitaker's three-run homer
the Weaning-ton Senators 7-1 and a solo Mast by Charlie Smith.
1,1
In the National League, New York throttled the Senators to even his
Continuous Showing
eeat Pittshiseh twice 1-0 end 3-2. record at 5-5
From 1
Philadelphia tripped Chicago 11-4
and 9-8 Houston edged St Louis
1-2 Cincinnau topped San Fran(leo 3-2 and Atlanta defeated Ins
Angeles 3-2
Paul Blair contributed four RBI's
NOP,(PM raiastra
in Be It aware first-game rout. noun a triple single and bases-idMASERU, Lr-o1li.o TTT - Petrov
•-d walk Rookie Bill Dittman. 'itch Rimabc.ea triev luxuriated in the
'
'
Drabosisky, f.ret suit he has ever rem - paid
fcr from the proceeds of a golf
'0 3-0
Phoebus Homers
ball-sized enamored his wife found
Toni Phoebus helped his oat,
The more tItan 1108 000 he re'suer in the nightcap with there ceived (rum the tole Monday
made
nits. including a homer to register Punts one of the richest
men in
Pus fifth Minty against one Ims tett fledgling
country
13Iefary drove-lf Ms throe nma
Experts mid the brown-colored
win a ea* and sacrifice fly The gem was
one of the eight largest
(Victim' clammed IS hits In the two
diamonds in the wor:d at 601.3
carats
;
• us throw Its, "about 97
'the name of the buyer was
per cent fastballs.- Yielded six hits
key& secret Among those known
* EAST TIMI•v
Isetroles second game to Win
to have aulinnitted
MURRAY
untr000estsful
his sixth consecunve derision
De- bids sere two representa
-law Tslif ^isai
tives of
* Tf !Girl
•
troit ‘cored six rum In the fourth
finish Kneen ear Harry Oppenel!
.nning
heimer, head of the worlds leadForl Wilson azure out 11. onnwaited a 479-foot homer and went ing ciansand mining company
The buyers submitted sealed bads
:to. Alliance for the fourth time
in COLOR with Yvonne DiCarlo
In at the bank
where the diamond
the opener
was kept under hen vy guard
•
THURSDAY Through SATURDAY
A two-nut hams-loaded single
by
Rani.abom said he walked 75
Tommie Ater In he seventh Innwith ANN MARGARET
or drove in the derisive runs for miles with the on in his pocket
Chicago Reliever Hoyt Wilhehn, after ins sefe found it three weeks
ho needed help himself won his ago Mule sifting gravel.
He rani plans to buy a bullthird came in four decisions
''s
A .\
Fred Whitfield gave Cir -.4 laid dozer to work the 30 by 30 foot
the first came with a two-rim ranch- claim 10 000 feet up the side of a
Minter in the 10th inning. but Dam Le- oho mountain He will buy
III P
Barmen earned a split for Minne- better house for his wife arid
19secs bs rteking out 10 and allow- year-old deaf arid riurnh
daughter
n g only five hits In the nightcap. who nos live in a
one-room shack.

By GREG GALLO
UPI Smarts Welter
The New York Mets have finally
found a friend in ace relief pitcher
Elroy Face of the Pittaburgh Pirates.
Wee Westrusn's halms wonder.
who managed to lose seven of their
last eight read games and were
scoreless for 27 innings, pitched across a run in the lfath inning off
Pace to squeak out a 1-0 victory in
the first game of a twi-night doubleheader Tuesday.
In the nightcap. Ron Swobocia
blasted a homer in the 10th Inning

Quotes From The News

WEDNESDAY - Jt.tE 7, 1967
to slap Face with his second defeat
game but the Twins came back to er. drove In Uiree runs in the first
I of the night as the Mets won
3-2 take the second 7-1 Detroit routed Igame while Richie Allen smashed
Kansas City 11-1 and 7-1, New York his sixth homer in the second game
Bad Start
The Meta had been blanked twice drubbed Washington 7-1, Chicago to help bring the Phillips back from
dropped Boston 5-3. and Baltimore an 8-1 deficit.
on Sunday by the
Giants and when
Dennis Ribant pitched nine straight swept California 16-4 and 11-1.
Weak-hitting catcher John BateThe Mete rallied In the 10th innshutout Innings in the opener it
slugged • two-run homer in
seemed as though the Meta might ing of the opener when Tommy man
beat the seccontinue their horrendous streak. Davis led off with a single and the seventh Inning to
Cardinals. Mike Cuellar
A sacrifice fly by Ken Boyer final- was replaced by pinch-runner Clem ond-place
Jones Jerry Buchek's single sent pitched a six -hitter and struck out
ly broke the ice.
sixth win in
Face, who brought an 038 earned Jones to third and Boyer's fly to 13 as he posted his
run average into the first genie center allowed him to score eaa- olg h do-loons
had been doing a great lob coming ily.
'the Reds won their fifth oneout of the bullpen.
Callison Sparks Win
run game In 9 row and their eighth
Elsewhere in the National League,
Johnny Callir ,n's two-out, two- hin their last tune behind home runs
Philadelphia downed Chicago twice run single in the eighth inning gave by Vada Pinson and Tony Perez.
8-6 and 9-8. Houston tripped St. the Phil& their victory in the open- 011ie Si-own kilt his ninth homer of
Louis 3-2, Cincinnati edged San er before pinch-hitter Phil Linz the year for San Francisco.
Francisco 3-2 arid Atlanta beet Ins stroked a key double and later singJoe Torre singled home Mack
Angeles 3-2.
led home the winning run in the Jones with the winning run in the
In the American League Cleve- nightcap. Bob Uecker. who was trad- bottom of the eighth inning
to Fneri
land beat Minnesota 6-4 in the first ed to Atlanta after the doublehead- Atlanta's five-game losing streak
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Hazel
Strut
Hazel
Lunch
filAudre
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Cold'
Sledd
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Curt Blefary
Cures Self
A Bible Thought For Today of 4.si fy,
ump
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ANDOVER'
WALK SHORTS,
KNIT SHIRTS
made

Ten Years Ago Today

with FORTREI:

151114:1
Rob 1
Kirk
Scan)
Jahr
2nd W.
anougl
Schee
Lundl
Provi
ShIpI
,Cono

SWIM
Bill

2nd Ti
Julie
tKeet

PERMANENT PRESS WALK SHORTS:
tattersalls, plaids, solid.cows.28-42".
4.00 and 5.00
.
NO IRON KNIT SHIRT: Stretch-insert
under arms, shoulder yoke, ribbed knit
emblem on pocket. Chili, blue,
white, maize, It. green, bk. blue.
5, M. L. XL, 4.00

£:
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3rd Ma
Dom
Golle
Cone
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MONEY HIEADQUARTERS
Sec W.

•

•
3rd V
Bill
i K1
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p.m. Daily

Suit Payed For By
Golf Sized Diamond
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Sh
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4th
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MURRAY LOAN CO.

* TODAY thru SATURDAY *

Dr. H
iSo 1
2nd Mu
Head
Concc
Lund'
Pottei
Lovin
Puna!
Count
Pott4
Tu
Feath
Head
Lynn
'siiilu

Andover tailoring in the tradonal
manner. A well-planned look resulting
from smoothness, carefully selected
fabrics, expertly finished seams.
We're proud to tell you these permanent
press leisure shorts, this mesh shirt ore
rade with 50% Fortrel• polyester,
501. cotton, because these are the
important ne:•ded ingredients to achieve
that wonderful well-dressed appearance
you wont. Thank us for the outstanding
workmanship, Thank yourself for knowing
a reel buy by the coati:it:soy it keeps'
fabrics made with Fortrel.

-Hog Market

COMO"--1

1 414 •

dith

=emit,
og173(2101121-1`.1‘).
E

OT
S

iir III
G.
4th
Hi
LI
A
Li

"MUNSTER GO HOME:'

34
(1
ith
(1

"KITTEN WITH A WHIP"

thooesee•

"WHAT'S t.JP \TIGER LILY"
with woonv

444•44,4-.44
.
•44 -

-

Father's
Day June 18

411

lir

IC
nabbed
I game
..1c from

416

.111Nr.

1, I Ori't

‘49fat'om

Douglas Head Start
915-10:00
Jarretts iC,oncord Corn.)
Jarretts
0Concord Community 10:30-12:00
Kline's
Kline's Grocery
1:00- 2:00
iComordi
Sea rs
2:30 - 3:00
lit Tuesday:
Tripp Grocery
930-11:30
Lynn Grove)
Harris Grove Store
11:30- 1:00
0Potts)
100 - 1:30
Lunch
1:30 - 3:00
Bob Morton
3.30 - 4:30
B. J. Sims

Mack
In the
map
streak
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!Farm Bureau

Monday:

oneeighth
ie runs
Perez.
mer of

I

Itt

LEDGKR

-We ate iitally tutu...riled about
the importation to this country of
dairy ccoannghtles and red mate.
In this regard, our compliments
have already been expressed to Seerelary Freeman for invoking Seeturn 22 of tlie Agricultural Adjustment Act to deal with the dairy situation. It Is our firm opinion that
jelVi8Batite
decisions relatinit to the importaKsetaky farm Bence fat
commodities
tion of agricultural
should be based on sound economic
reasoning rather than on' political
Kentucky Farm Bureau President : with which the Kentireky farmer is.
reasoning.
Louis Ison voiced concern over lin-1 engaged are important to the state's
portant matters Kentucky farmers economy and our organization is
just a couple of points to make in
are presently facing at a meeting not only concerned but it hopes to
, this brief period. First, Farm Bowith
prothe
May
cope
leaders
to
farm
and
develop
plans
farmers
of
conc:oned about a proposal
reau
26 in Lexington The meeting was blems of the various etinunfidities
that would require producers to pay
Lion's
President
is
of
AgriThe following
called by the Secretary
for the coat of the federal tobacco
statement delivered at the Lexculture
grading program. From the standLion said that all the enterprises ington meeting:
point of taxes generated from the

BOOKMOBILE
SCHEDULE

Batetiler in
he secCuellar
ick out
win In

THE

tubarre .s taw of the the Illin111111111 pros Loons is one way 6011 an() might be empioyed at this , the House Committee ia• Educa'rally hugs- contributors to the fed- I we can help control production.
early age. In fact, our experience tion and Labor that would remove
eral treasury. 'the Pedot al GovernBut frankly, without a more def- indicat0w that under supervision th0• agricultural exemption in the
-went should be--and I know it is- I inite way of controlling production, these young people many tunes Natalia! Labor Relations Act. The
interesteil in seeing that the to- the program is rather unworkable. make superior tractor operators effect of this bill would be to subWOk
have rya reselled Set every farmer ii 110 101
bayou iii.ugisni i:, administered if - What t• nerd IA err arreage-IXaltid- (leneni II) . t
ttlentIv aad fairly With support affe program, to keep production ln the age of eX /crow eerier:Ales: Lord f• r an outside source of labor to
prices of the government's pro- line with dteappearance.
they are Inure attentive to insti ac- the mercy of organized labor. Farmgram based on grades given to the! -Now, we cannot go along with tions. This, we feel, provides good ers simply cannot stand a strike
commodity, we feel that the grad- I the government dumping of surplus training for the young persons woo or a Inbor dispute as well as iners of the commodity should con- commodities on the open market will soon be driving motor vehicles dustry. When a farmer's crop is
tame to be furnished by the gov- to depress market prices. This is a upon the highways- and city streets. ready to harvest, it must be liarernment instead of by the produe- ' practice which should be prohibited. In Kentucky, a person may operate 'vested or his entire year's efforts
ers.
-In the area of labor legislation, a motor vehicle at the age of 16. will be lost. And his loss will not
"Second, the minimum acreage we look with disfavor upon propos- It is our observation that thoee . be confined to merely loss of proprovisions of the burley tobacco als which would affect the work persons who have had previous trac- fits, but his loss will constitute what
eirogram should be eliminated I Bur- performed on farms by persons un- tor driving experience on the farm would have been his entire income,
ley Ls the only tobaceo ;type with der the age of 16. We feel that ire touch superior drivers on the which includes cost of production
the minimum provision in the pro- prohibiting a 14 or 15-year-old per- highways
and his own management and la"We are deeply concerned with bor, as well s-s his antic:pated net
gram.) With the problems the pro- ! son from operating, driving, or ridgram has with overproduction, it ing on a tractor is not in the best the bill now under consideration by ! income
. Ire or the per
nc7w seems that total elimination of inter0-• 0 ,`

lit Wednesday:

4

Hazel Grocery
'Striders,9:30 -10:30
10:30-12.30
Hazel Downtown
Lunch
12:30- 1:00
illAudre; White's Home
.0Hazeli
1:00 - 2_30
Brumley
3:00 - 4:30
1st StreetCity
*at Thursday:
Broach Grocery
9.30 -1100
'Coldwater'
Sledd Grocery
11 -00-12 . 30
Stella)
12 30- 1:00
Lunch
Mrs. Ernest Madrey's Home
1 . 30 - 230
lpeColdwater Highway
Dr. Henley
3 00 - 5:00
0So 16th St.-City)
2nd Monday:
Head Start--Hazel.
9:00 -1230
Concord & Faxon
12 30- 1 -00
Lunch
1:30 - 2:30
Pottertown
2:30 - 3:00
Lovins Grocery
3:00 - 4 00
Panarorna Shores
Counts'
4100 - 5:00
0Pottertown Road)
Illbu Tuesday:
Featherstone Nursery 9:00 - 9
head StartLynn Grove. Kirksey.
10 ...0- 1
%into
1 . tete - 13s)
Laincks
Rob Ray
0Kirkwood Dr.-City) 200 - 3:00
Scarbrough
'Johnson lvd -City) 3:00 - 4:30
'nd Wednesday:
9. 15 -10-00
&Douglas Head Start
10:15-11 -00
School of New Hope
12 -00 - 1230
Lunch
1:00 - 2-00
Providence

C
food in every

FRYERS
25

Shipley
330
2 30
Concord Highway.
Sunset Blvd
4 00 - 5:00
0Bill Warren's'
2nd Thursday:
Julie Lovins
0Keenland Sub Div.) 9- 30 -10:30
to 30-12 10
Outer kft/Chland ,
.
1200-12 30
401 Lunch
Russell Wells
1105 Mulberry off
1 30 - 2- 45
12th St 0
Don Robinson
3:00 - 4 30
• North 15th Street)
led Monday:
Douglas Head Start, 9.15 -1015
College Kindergarten 10 15-11 00
11 -00- 1 00
College High
1:00 - 1 30
Lunch
IP Fletcher's Stop
1:30 - 2 30
• North 19th Street)
Csthey Stop
(College Farm Road) 3:00 - 4 -30
3rd Tuesday:
9 30 -11 30
Woodlawn
12 30- 1.00
Lunch
Almo Stop
12 90- 1 00
0Hopkins Grocery)
Almo Stop
1.00 - 2 DO
'Hopkins Grocery)
• I/exter Grocery
2:00 - 3 30
0Hopkins
3rd Wednesday:
.
Bill Smith
9:30 -10. 30
I K irluiey Road)
Jones' Grocery
1100 - 12 -00
I Kirksey I
1200 - 12'30
Lunch
100 - 1 30
Tourisme' Stop
2 00 - 3:30
Tucker Stop
Ross's Grocery
4 00 - 5 00
I Penny)
*rd Thursday:
Shut-Ine
Lunch
Shut-Inx
4th Monday:
4
Heart Start--Hazel.
Concord itz Faxon

FLOUR

1 1.1,
M.

_ _ _ _ 2 LBS.

5-Lb. Bag

Frosty Acres -

59f

DEL MONTE
- 12-os. can

PEACHES
No. 21 ('an

49c

SNACK
SOLID

2 lbs 21 .9
KRAFT MARSHMALLOW - pint

19

MARTHA WHITE SELF-RISING

MEAL

4E1 IMP IN MP IS

lbs.

- Twin

Pak -

BEEF STEW

43c

TEA
BAGS
(100 Count)

SWEET PICKLES

49c

4th Thieresday:
Locust Grove Church
Lash
Lunch
Carpenter
I Glendale Road)
•

Cookie Specials
io• 1 -Lb. Fig Bars

9c

Picnics
$2.39

1434-(h. Iced Raisin Bars
YOUR CHOICE

-

3 pkgs.for $1.00
LUCKY
WHIP

OPEN
EACH EVENING

Or

9:30 -10- 30
11 - 00-12.00
12 00-1230

6W

1:00 - 2:30

III 9 p.m.

39c
3/25c

PRUNE JUICE
BABY FOOD

VIENNA.',SAUSAGE - -2/49c
CAMPBELL'S CHICKEN NOODLE

2/29c

SOUP

PET.
r99%FAifig

REGULAR

Sur

29c

BREEZE

SKIMMED
MILK

59c

SWAN
PET MILK

1.1(1111)

2/2&
REGUL1R

VELYEETA CHEESE
2 LBS 99'

PET 1111.k

31ussleman's

TALL( 1N

PIE-SLICED APPLES
No. Z Can

229

$1.89

mertglagow,--•

•

•

25'

CRISCO
OIL

da••••••...0

69c
AND GFT A
6-0Z. BOTTLE
- FREE -

MAXWELL HOUSE

NEW
ELECTRIC-PERK
GRIND
- 1-1.b. Tin -

,
cramoll
....11111,
-•-••••••••••••■••

VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

SNOWDRIFT
3-LB. CAN

25'

JOHNSON'S
•••••••••••••

3

59c

DOVE

.1••••••••••

- ---- 12-oz. bag

COFFEE

6W

Food
for
Fine Folks"
W. IlLesstrze Tis.s

•-•••••••••

• "MOM

dos.

29"
29'

- For -

r-

•••••••••••••••••111.

d oz.

BUY
24-Oz.

to" Old Fashioned Oatmeal. 14-07,
0
1.

lb. '
10

a

1.0 16-02, Opera Creams

so. 1-Lb. ('hoc. Fudge Sandwiches

-

4:00 - 5:00
4:00 - 5100

81MA 4 City)

c
89

151-0z. Can

t‘,s,pfataiffl

MONARCH PICK-L-JOY - pint

BANANAS
OR
LEMONS
SLAW
YELLOW ONIONS

HASH

!AKE'S - 24-oz. can

Fditimk & BEANS - - - 27
:
29c

930 -12 30
12 30 -1 00
Lunch
Grogan Store
1:00 - 2,00
0Shilohl
Elkins
2:30 - 1. 30
lie (Irving Cobb Road)
4:00 - 500
I , 0. B Jones
4th Tuesday:
0
Head Start ,
Lynn Grove, Kirlusey, ,
9:30 -12 30
Almo
1233- 1:00
Lunch
1.15 - 215
Dr Parker
Calloway street (City) 2:30 - 3'30
Joe Johnson
400 - 5 00
(Farmer Ave.-Cltp
.4th Wednesday:
ii
13 Croasland
9- 30 -10 30
'Dunn Store)

Gilberto'
• (Fernier Avenue)

Rib
Steak

- FARM FRESH PRODUCE -

('ORNED BEEF

LIQUID

LIPTON

Wiswell
10.45-11:45
0Humphrey Store)
12:00-12:30
Lunch
Whitnell Street
- 2:30
(Hugh Eddie Wilson) 1:00

ARMOUR

---

POTATO
CHIPS

CATFISH
69

gu'

39

9 00-12 30
12 30- 1 00
1 30- 4:30

1(

Roast

1.1is

CREAM
LAY'S

Beef

ROLLED RUMP *

Smoked Picnics 35

=MEP

Frosty Acres

( olonial

5W
MARTHA WHITE

FROZEN FOODS

STRAWBERRIES
FRENCH FRIES
ORANGE JUICE

'Bacon

department,

*

GROUND

TOPPY

C

is

Ueai

EACH EVENING

'Ti! 9 p.m.

••

Tel

PAf3E TOUR

Ledger & Times...

LEDGER

oftrodo
Mile Debbie S.rretions. brideeeet of T..,esny W.:Ienne. was
eamplinsereed with a mezehineous
shower at the lovely hteAse of Mrs
Char:es Jahns-el on South lah
eltrett Irs..ended on Friday. May
H. at twin °clack in the eventeg

•

Pot the pent:poi event ths
manome chose to •ear a yellow
-sot
and mr co-rmge Oft
of tare hos.e,ses, s.ss at %tau carneeons
31:3 Bentee E-aernaris, .motetim

of the honoree, wore a white drama,
and Mrs James C Vitlearce. moibe gracious hogresent lar ihe ther-tio-kow to be of the honoree.
brick' el occason were Mrs Marks WALS adored in a hight blue ustieste
JImeon Mrs Jame Johnere. sad roft Meer odrsages at white CarAra Hesneth Smith They sere •
were gifta of she lawitearea.
emoted by Miss Eknrae Johaaa.,
The bauree zot.ied her many
Mess Ekssan Jatueson. and Ms, lovely 'Ms uachichng the basSherry 'Beath
e-awe wedeing glEt of S pleat

her chosen pattern of

Refreshments were served from
the beadefur.y appotnted taiee
wartud with A vitae oiath and
centered with an area. neaten:at of
yellber chrysanthemums. Thin two
tiered cake iced in white with yellow roses an dthe names. "Tommy
and Debbie". on it. was am-ved
along with nuts. Cokes, and coffee.
Those present were the honoree's two grandmeliers. Mrs. Lewis Anderson of Mayfeeki and Mrs
Guy Sansnors of Murray, her
asa_d at honor to be. leas Patsy
Jackson. Mrs Clete Farmer, Mrs

U.S. CHOICE

U.S.CHOICE

RIB
STEAK

Chuck
Roast

TIBIZE

—
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Littleton Home Is
Scene Of Coffee
For Miss Shuffett

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

of
Aliss Debbie Simmons Complimented With'setting
watery.
Miscellaneous Shower At Johnson Home

St

Ben Canter, Mrs. Edwin Stokee,
Mrs Ante Pesthole ktre. Lela
Littleton, Mrs 31. C Laa. Mrs,
H. Fandrich. Mute Judy Downs,
the hotecree. the mothers. and the
hostesees
Mira Dianne Stained shone
Unehte to amend but sending marriage to David Hale was an
pits were Mrs A B AusuLti, Mrs. event of June 3 was the honorMaurtm Crass. Jr.. Mrs W. P ed before her wedding with a
Wania, Mrs. Percy Wm, lovely coffee at the home cd Mrs.
and Mrs Vyron Meettell.
Joe B. Littleton on Sharpe Street
• • •
on Tuesday. May 30, al ten o'clock
in the morning.

Social
Calendar

The glorious hostesses were Mrs
Joe B telethon. Mrs J E Ltt•
altra. Jack Kennedy. Mrs
Jack Beale Kennedy, Mrs J I.
Flostelt. and Miss Came Beale
Duels were served from the
Wednesday. Just 7
The ladies day luncheon will beautifully apre-Inted dining room
oe served M ncon at the Callo- table overbid with a whEe cutway County- Country Club Humes- work cloth and centered with a
sea are Mesdames Walter Black- gezgteu, arrangement of mate-el.;
bum, A Ii Kopperud. Ace Mc- lessee delptemum. larkspur, BetReynokks Kirk Pool. V C. Stine ty P:yor roses, and Canterbury
elated Jr. Walls= Furgerson, beLs in a crystal bowl
end Solon 0. Bum.
&Lis Cowie limit predicted at
•••
lie coffee sercee Other arrangeThe
Cherry
Corner
&setts
ments
were used
Church WISS wiU have family
at vintage points throughout the
night at the church at 7.30 p.m
haw.
•• •
Thursday, June g
Miss
chose to wear for
The S....mor. Murray Homemakers :he occasion an orange daft and
Club wiE meet at Use Murray- was presented a corsage of daunts
County Ilibritry at 1.30 37 the hostesses
p.m.
The
honoree's
mother. Mrs
• • •
asa
Shuffett wore an orange
- and the groocioelpct's grandam:-LM.:. Mrs Vernon hale, wore a
summer frock
Their hosteraes'
g.ft corsages were of white carnations

! Lottie Moon Circle
Meets .4 t Home Of
Mrs. Outland

BONELESS
U.S. CHOICE

Matchless

BACON

lb

391

CLOSED SUNDAYS

KRAFT MIRACLE

STEAK

gLevt far

49c

69L

59

lb

t ETA

KRAFT
BAR-

KRAFT MACARONI

Dinner

CHEESE

SAUCE

HIP

Salad
Dressing

SWISS

3i $1 89c 50. $1
MARTHA WHITE
SELF-RISING

MEAL

KF1.LY'S - 101-Or Can

RIPE

WATERMELONS Pork Bar-B-Q

49
Jelly or Jam
3 FOR
$1.00

Each

Rag

-

KRAFT GRAPE - 111-m. Jar

29c 89'

Mint'. Prices Good Through Tuesday.

OPEN 24 HOURS — Closed Sundays
SUNKIST

YELLOW

KRAFT SALM

LEMONS

ONIONS

MUSTARD

Dozen

3-1.1. Bag

6-Oz. Jar

UMW COOON
II

1

FEDDERS
Workis Largest Seiliag Air 1;ontliiioner
Live refreshed in several roomy: Thiy powerfuJ Vedder. will cool an entire
apartment ... shop or large office . . . eyen
.mall home with silo
quire. eirculi
.totion. Operate". on both 2341 and 208e,olte (important if 'on
Move 1). Big cooling yet hoapitat quiet. Other 230Land 208-volt models
0 Oleo- AU torprrilly engineered. AL**.
fre.
10.000 bill'ILA? 18,00
chaos built by redden'. And just look at these quality features:
* EF-SER E COOLING POWER,a redden exclusive, for truly reliable comfort. Guarantees cooling on Yeorciter
days-earn in 115-degree Suuload.
•y001 NO RSRRIER design deliver's a
huge 1,(duns.. .if r"Ili airis ith holtitidquietneas. important in a high capacity
MW'

DEIIIIMIDIFIES-removes up to 18
gallows of water every day.
AIR EXCHANGER exhausts smokes
filled air.
...Tao Speeds... Washable
Geran:cidal Filter.

ti

PROTECTION-risco
elad cabinet neyiety rain, snow,'an
weather-(or longer life.

* DUAL FLOW WEATHER V. 11F1 I. foe
extra preciye air directiou come,' ever

OLD FASHIONED

RIPE

TOMATOES BANANAS
19c
101
lb

BOLONGA
29(
;
1

/,ho can use Ford Rent-A-Car?
Ford Rent-A-Car so for everN hotly Its
for WiVell whose husbands take the
family car out of town on humness. Its
for (*truism Who have to he in two
ptsees at the rune tune. It. for the
buwinesaraan who maids • car right
away. It's for .tou erbseerer you nese

—

EASY

MONTHLY

TERMS

Rite
Car.

—

Murray Home & Auto
Phone 753-2571

Chestnut Street

4

an extra ear-for an hour, a day,
or • weak_

How does Ford Rent-A-Car
work? like a churn. All you need is a
telephone, a driver's lionise and the
desire to go somewhere. To get a Fool
Rent-A-Car, joss stop on to see us or
give us call. Tell es what kind of
Ford you want and when you want to
pock it up We'll do all the rest.

What kind of ears? 1967 Falcone.
Emirl•nell. Fordo, Mlustnngs and Thunderbirds. And you can here p.m- it, ally

any model you want-co:leer:114,
hardtop, sedan or wagon.
How much for Ford Rent-A-Car?
Naturally, pricers vary somewhat from
model to model. For instance, you'll
pay less for• Falcon than a Thunderbird.) But all of them are surprisingly
low. What's more, you can rent a car
for as little or sit long as you need it.
Need•ear law jue an hour or two' You
can have one for practically peanuts!

Can you charge? Sure thing If you
*beady have an account with us. you
can come in, rent one of our cars, and
say "dorm it." If you don't have an

acrount. it's a simple matter to open
one up Drop in any time and we'll be
happy to take care of it.

41

How shout Insurance? Its all
taten carp of. The rental once you pay
includes complete insurance coverage
-collision, liabnity. fire, theft, the
works. You drive n•tr cars without
worry in the world

to

Can you use sitar today? Stop in,
pock out a fad lry -frPPLI1 Ford And
step on the gas. It'll be in top condition "review] by the men who
know Fords best.

ITEMS BELOW ARE OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
1.6.1. - I -Lb. Box

Fire
are ti
at ten
chat
Lloyd
tal at
tery
See
hews
Wake
ca. Al
MP Keel
Mr.
clay a
Padre
The
Home
Menu

Tro
Oui

Try
Amer
end
Batt!
benke
Colin
ed in
was
CaPitI
Th
•was
mile
The
count
cowl
off
get
ouun
'13e
and
Mich
Rich
neth
Lede
Davi,
rete
Mike
Ad
.11
a ere
SC011
SCOU
Tr
ings
•
Chri

FROSTY ACRES - 12-0e. Can

ffcrrci

29c
Crackers 23c Juice
$1.99 Tea Bags 19c
ALL
I

DETF:RGENT - 9 I b 114,

- If" Count

ICE MILK 49c Silver Dust 71c
Rasin
39c Choc-G-h— 49c
Baby Food 9c BISCUITS 8c
I

FLAVOR-KIST

J r

ALL BRANDS

Sei
By

RENT-A-CAR
SYSTEM

110e OFF)

I.(;.A. - 1 7 Gallon

IBIS( 0( OOKILS - 0A7)1I

'Parket

a ball 360 &grecs.

Starting today,
you can rent
a carfrom the Ford Dealer
right in Murray!
We call this new servire Fore
Rent-A-Car. We inaspenstve It's
quick and conventual. It's operated by
•hod Daaar in your ova BIM/ close
to *Awe you live, ekes to where you
work,:swam weasel put mein the Ford
CAI of your chaos faster then anyone
eta around. Just stop in sod sea us.

I
Shene
Foie
Turbid
ported
At :
314 N
1965 i
owned
palette
Street,
car, it
of the
going
which
door,
Brown
OW.
The
',Loath
w Street,
on the
rolet I
W.
One, ,
owned
was i
Street
Banks
es it
idielido

and F
hewn
Two
I
•
• lot at
'accord
reheat
j
*
.
i
Car;
' meet
Billy
aitRoute
111
door (
,o,driven
1656
At '
tel at
Police
Colette
ler, it
turnip
J RA
two d
a
won CI
the P
Tat;
Police
no c
bread

•

1O

19
(

VINE RIPENED

POWERF

June 13.196; • Ouatitits Poe' haws Limited

WE SELL TRAVELER'S EXPRESS MONEY ORDERS

290

combination of good design and
The Federal Aid to Wild Life
ailiga features — is insee of sturAct permits each state
Restoration
dy pittauc in bright decorator colOrs The contoured tip is pointed to use its hunting license Income
and fisted to reach tough spots.
Its easy grip handle can be hung for wildlife welfare.

7-0k Box

?-Lb.BOX

IS Os Bottle

Mrs. Purdorn Out:and opened
her hunt for the meeeng at ;he
Lbotte Moon CTrcle of the WOMr and Mrs Noian Atkins. Mrs.
nun's Mummery Scoiety of the
Art' out:ind. and Mrs C. D. YinFirs. Baptist Church head on Monom, Jr. have reeurned reline alday. June 5. at seeen-tterty o'clock
ter attenclusg the wedding at nes
US .he evening.
Cystitis Grey Wilson. daughter of
"Bagusts In Pioneer liiisions Mrs. Bedford Wilton cit Bin:rungUSA- was the theme at the pro- ham . Much., to Antes EDAM
goarn presented sari Mrs. Rudolph Syoungton. likas WUson st the
grandliaigtater of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard is the leader.
Atkins.
The ecripture was read by Mrs
•••
Alen McCoy Ma) awaiting on
Mr and Mrs. S. A. Hutctunson
:he program sere Mrs. Odelee
of Topeka. Kansas. are apencitnz
Vence and Mrs Porter Holland
Mrs T C Oahe, chnintan. we- this week with hew parents. Mr.
nded and led the opening Dreyer and Mrs. Laverne oratiesa and
Others present were Mrs Ear! her sister, Mrs. Wade Jonea and
Warford Mrs Cloche Caldwell, and !amity
•••
Mrs Janes Ward
Mrs. Anna M Parker of Murray
Retreetwenes sere served by the
has been disinissed from the Westhostess
ern Baptist Hospetal. Paducah
—
The first brick building at Harvard Universty was Wilt for use
Early biplanes had sings conby Indians. but so few made we of structed of %hood ribs covered with
it that it was
entualty made a beery fabric painted Tarnish. says
Colliers Encyclopedia
prLnUng !MOP

Personals

19

de at .some stage. They'd get
atoned, that's why. Chemtva y,
makers of Pretty Peet. reports
that. the oboe cd the ferrule once
was scorcely large enough to canteen an aperitif Today it can hold

a ci.st t:o.e.r

• • •

lath •.4o-stout Streets
OPEN 24 HOURS DAILY

14 ounces or more, by tuatual test. over the rim of the serub bucket.
The average female foot is now The steff bristle, resist getting sogDown to coral, there's a bag rea- use 'sevc n and one half. In 1903 gy, no matter how long this brush
is immersed in hot soap or deterson
genitletnen
sipping it was ear four and a hull.
aren't
•• •
gent sures.
champagne (ruin Milady's slipper.
At gallant types are supposed to
The newest scrub brush — a

Fashionettes

t)

Lloy
will

MUM FRANCHISED SYSTEM OF FORD DEALERS

died

PARKER MOTORS, Inc.
Phone 753-5275

FL
Byus
ref I
the

Murray, Kentucky
eel

AM
,•Toweatc•on
•

the
who
is s
Wits

„eee

•••••

••••

Va.

WEDNESDAY - JUNE

44rwo

INJUREIF

-

(Coatiased From age 1)
Sheridan car on the front end.
Pour other colksions occurred
Tueaday but, no injuries were reported in any of them.
At 3:16 pm. Celia Morgan Key,
914 North 12th Street, dirtying a
1965 Chevroiet two door himitop
Owned by Key Motor ailiss, was
parted at the curb on South 4th
Street, started to put children ni
eta, and opened the door in front
of the 1960 Buick four door sedan
going north on South 4th Street,
which he, the Chevrolet in the left
door, aoxexiingto
t. James
Brown and Patroknan Mesa

Po-

11

a

7, 1967

THE

--gat
Fe Of Mrunal s.
Beeke On Thursday

The Buick was driven by Irene
oLocithart Story, 803 Sycamore
Street. Dainiape to the Buick was
on the right ilide and to the Chevrolet on the leit fender and door.
W. L. Parrs, Earningtbn Route
One, dialing a 1966 Fiord a eon
owned by Dan Fame, US, Army,
was pang south on North 4th
Street and tut the oar of Thoina.i
Bank, perked on the street causing it to hit the car of Robert L.
ALHendon, 900 Waldrop Drive, also
wparkei, according to Eigt. Brown
and Plaroknan F11. This °nil-nen occurred at 3:46 pm.
Two oars collided on the parking
• lot at Uncle Jeers at 6:34 pm..
'Kenneling to Sgt. Brown and Patrolman Max Morris
Qua involved were a 1964 Chevrolet two door hardiop driven by
Billy Kenties - Wilson of Murray
„Rene One and a 1963 Coeval' two
7deir owned by Babe* Rowed and
driven by Reeky ,Bobett Shwa .of
16.56 Ryan Aventle. • - "
•
At 7 . 40 p.m a colibion happened at 15th and Chestnut Eireette.
Police *id Jay Dean Devine, 201
Coiege Court. drivtng a Rambler, was traveling north on 15th
turrung left on Chestnut. Thomas
J Reed, dnving a 1962 Patinae
....two door hardtop. was pang west
won Chestnut. Street. adeording to
the Police report.
Two pereune were cited by the
Ptiace on Tuesday They were for
no operator's license and for
breach of peace.

LEDGER

&

TIMES -

•••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1

PAGE FIVE
4.41Pirt•••••••••••••••dG

FOR YOUR SHOPRINS CONVENIENCE
* WE GIVE TREASPRE -0-JEST STAMPS *DOUBLE STAMPS FROM 7 p.m. TILL MIDNIGHT
EVERY MONDAY AND TUESDAY EVENING
We Reserve The Right to Lirilit Quantities

Elm Grove

Cemtry.Palbs will be Vertin Malcoin, Bobby and W D. McKinney,
Ralph Horton, Charles Snow, and
Bobby La wrence
Mrs. Beeke deed Monday at a
Kanazawa
hoepital She
Is survived by her krueband, John
Beek.. her matilwe, Mrs. Almeda
lionapple
leurray, Ave enters,
and ewes brothers.
In charge of the arrungewunita
* the Max H. Churchill Puma'
Horne where friends may call.
Hupt's Pizza - 14-oz. bottle

..LeKrejTaK112wvt L1MUS. ,lIe tie

.17.-.!"!
- ••

.4 •••-

10

With 59.00
Purchase
GODCHAUX
Reelfoot -

CATSUP
can

4-113. ctn. 59*

! .Q0 CRACKERS
_cap

FLOUR

$139

19*

PINK SALMON

PINEAPPLE

3 cans '1.00

FRUIT COCKTAIL

59*

39'

PORK & BEANS

•

4 c.isks 29*

•-•.•

-

ICE MILK

net
pEAcriES

43'

TISSUE

ICE CREAM

59*

DETERGENT

SHERBERT

49°

3 cans 11.00

TUNA

59°

SUPER SUDS
-Lb.
_Can

2 cans 23'

BLACKEYES

- 29'

39.
25.*

DRINK

PRUNE JUICE

39

ALUMINUM FOIL
Kraft OIL

29'

99'
vim=

•
Quart
-Jar
BLUE PLATE

ea

NM*

puht
.

FLOUR

10
fo: 25:
2ea

„

PUREX _
iIjJ

4 cans 29'

--

DUMPLINGS

ea. 59'

29, DONUTS

_

Clinics For Sewing
Machines Are

Troop 77 Camps
Out Last Weekend

BISCUITS

STRUDELS-

4,1-PINEAPPLE CAKE

doz. 59'

CREAM PIES

for 89

GRAPE JELLY

- - .1 jars '1.00

1
-M1-41
•. • •
21.asnig - with $5.00 Purchase

.

MEAT

5 pkgs.'1.00

HAMS _____

CHUCK ROAST

_

uinkpor - lb. 5.3, ROUND 5TEAK_
61.69 BACON STRIPS

CANNED HAMS

• mee

•

69'

CHEER

3

PURE
VEGETABLE
SHORTENING

CAKE ROLLS

4

3cans'1.00

PEARS

Gold Medal
Del Monte Crushed Del Monte
2 Cans
(Continued From Page 11
Ion of echools there and to aid
in the realignment of eduzanona) Nautical - tall can
Heavy Duty - giant size
Hunt's - #
ean
•
.
objectives with special emphasia on
-•••••••••1.0
rural education.
-•••••••••
.
Dr Woo& is a member of Rotary International and he to a
former District Governor. He is a
member of Alpha Ulu Phi Dekta,
Kappa, Kappa Delta Pi. Mu Signet Pi and Is the author of three
books.
He is listed in Who's Who in
Americo, and World Biography.
Dr. Woods is a rnember of many
•
organizanons maw
'Ins• BEV
Mien's'#
300
cans
ional. Education --.111100i1MOn
-SaeraMenta -L
Showboat ;.-..4 300 can
C'ar
'
the KEA
1. .4.
In 1960 Dr. Woods served as a
Turner's - 1-, gallon
Lake Shore - qt. bottle
Softee - 4-roll pkg.
r ••••:•••:- • 7
member of the White Illouae Conference on Children in • Demor
cracy and in recent years has RIC- Pure - 1,i gallon
Ht Ho liquid --qt.:bottle
piamond - 25-ft. roll
cessfully handled the following appointments: Chmultant to Me
Turner's - 1g, gallon
Sunshine - qt./mitt
48-oz. bottle
:
7
-e
Advisory Commission of the Chun• on National Defense, Director
C.R.ANPE
of the War Training Program in
Kentucky, and a member of the
••-•••eei-ve.seletire•-.reeveNational Adviaory Committee on
Vocationtl War Training for Outof-School Youth
•/
.
i
••••• 4•••
In 1964 he 1786 denigniued Man
of the Year in service to Kentucky
Agriculture. Re was awarded a
diatingu-died service award by the
Today
Kentucky Aaromation of Sod Con
servation Patricia in 1952 and
FRESH FROM OUR BAILERY
II Pima rites for Elan Caraway one by the Murray State faculty Dad's Old Fashionei Ballard or Pillsbury - 8-oz. cans
*
.Devils Food
are being held baby at 2:30 p.m. In 1966. He was named Man of
at the chapel of the J. H. Chur- the Year by the Murray chamber
Pillsbury - 25-lb. bag
chill Funeral Home with Rev. of Commerce in 1050
Sweet Sue - 24-oz. can
Apple or Cherry- ,-'•Lioyd W Ramer animating. BurDr. Woon is rrsueled to the
*CHICKEN &
•••••••••
OP Mr.
ial wUl be in the Murray Ceme- former Eaaabetia Meriden of Wick::
o•
e'L1
••• - •
tery'
Upside Doith
Miss Smith - 13-es. size
idle and they hare one daughter, Showboat -a 300 can
Serving as- pallbearers eiete -nepDoost.-yuruic..fr...of Jour= PQM
&UMW
asariaisee
i
re
hews wit,
Par
h
-Bleach - 1 2-gal
Glazed
Bagwell's Waldrop Leo Ceirrearay, Pick Sete
The many friende of De. Woods
,ea. Albert Eon, and Coleman Me- hope for tan a complate remota.
Or Keel
Mr.
. Carraway. age K, rued Tuesape rrejeesie„..are 0-7r2 f-ME..7 twee "-• 1,
6
" 12C..73 T
"ITT,X
$w as
day at ghe Burnley ehtherer Horne
Paducah.
Planned
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home b in Marge of the ariangemerits
9
11)
•• •
'Fleming Machine Choice are being held by the Univereety of
Kentucky Extension Clothing Specialist. Ano Taampian simetaa fry
.
IRV
- • , •
- •rut.14.77
IP
thinshane °alley and Oatherine Morton - T
ergt,
i
Chicken - 8-o▪ z. TPLE----.h. Choice, FlritTar
o•-• ,-„
'°roma (excepi-ha)
Troop 71 of the an' 60out.s of Wilson Ow the Purethwie Area
m•lor •••••••1.....
America camped this past weekMurray-CeBoway 0ounty meet1,tt Portion
Ctfefft
at the Columbus-Beknont ing will be Friday. June. 16, at the Southern Be
end
La rge
Hia,th-field State Park an the Ilunielpal Routing Waking on
eiew. •
-.6.
.
Lemke of the Miamiserpa river at 1Cille Drive. beginning at 0:30 axe. Morrell - 11-lb. can
Smoked
4-lb. bag
Emge --12-set PEr. - '
Columbus This hUle town is steep- If a machine a much of a proed in the history of the nation and blem the owner rnay need to br(huck Wagoo.
sac once even considers:1.a3 -die uit
Oven Ready
to 7-1b.-wrg. -•.7*wit "We plan to be
Pork or Reef
capital of the United States.
flniehed it 3.00 pm.," MIAs
/b.
The hablight of the ounpout
med.
Was the hike along the eevenieen "'Partitikeinte
need to bring
7
-N.
mile George Rogers Clart. trate their own sewing machlne, and
The trace consists mainly of back the following supplies:
swEtt 145/1211.
,„ '
country roads through real hiking
Inetniction Hoek that same with
country. As far as possible ilt Mays VOW' mone - it yoirlekve it. Two
off main roods so the hiker moo pie pens or sewers: • ie king dernget an impression of what the Ins needle or Marp inetrumen1
country was like 100 years ago. much as • hat pini ; Narrow paint
Aaiun who completed the hike brash we wearer - machine beanie
and oampout were Itaiiidey Pair, Carr Of slefinlie machine'
iliFT LIZ Viral v., Lrataans X1..•-• -Tr a
Agt-Sik;
•
.
.
••-- 'refNr•-•••••••Michael Herndon. Dennis Burkeen,
fluid - fantod - tetrachloride .
Cello
VlAf-UA.BL:g _120uPbtii
El Orchard Hall, George Won. Ken- other' Meaning fluid - Pretest thin
neth Horn, Dale Futrell, Stephen to Nee thiat it does not harm the
-Ladd, Klp Harrell- Maxani.Kaller. hiviale-ewpateesialdwitete A-ionalf
David Keller. Steve Knight,‘Allan p'a.vtic squeeze bottle to hold the
Fresh
*revue Alan - Cunningham and cleaning fluid.
have a few
BREASTS
ext 7as with me If you cannot
, Mike Finley.
& THIGHS -_--________
_
lb. tie
Adults sotiompanytne th&
wooer sewer flenale wetiveheJ. B. Burkeen. Anietant pcssiblz, a
knife; Screwdrivers Green
ANIII.•••••OMai0111.
• --„•WINGS
Scoutinexer' 'Jeff''Btertleff; -. 111B atirai-bladisci and Stubby ligrl
.
stalk 10
.00 /ft AP.... A•
•.•ei- rjr•A•r.
Scoutmaster- 0 B. Boone
large and email): Cleaning cloths;
'HACKS & NECKS
lb.
_
_.
Troop 77 meets 19404 even- Tit CkNTI and thread for stitch; -Fresh
Fresh
6:30 pm et the Meg ing. Newspapers. You may also JONATH&N
•ings
Christian Church.
need a new machine- needle..
LIVERS
lb. 79e • GIZZARDS
lb. 33t
41.46 -your- -Clowly• niu-r
tewion Office, Barletta Wrather,
Area Ertelision Agent In Home NEW pltxpr
Ma neat
-merit,
telephone
number
'
ICE COLD
763-1462 -lor- -hastier isitounotion-,-••
Dons
Mrs
Funeral serwites for
Miss Thomplonn said. "These meet-.
adwilefe
fag;
-for anyone who aan
to
,- -GEM) WEEK OF JU1III 5
Bears. we TO, have been
- 3fJpJUNK LI
ed for Thursday at, hear p.m at work on her own manhine."
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The funeral In Mrs. Bonnie
Sue Beeke, age 41, will be held
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JUST MISSED 12 MILLION--Wden Specht, 25. looks a bit nonplussed in custody In Chicago after his arrest In the stealthy hijarking of some 12 nin in negotiable securities
from an airliner put before takeoff for New York. Also tndsr arrest is Judd Gaut.:
29. Chicago Polkesnar Charts E. Perce inspects the loot. It was Peree who notice •
i t... n,t\r
,
robbery trJek setrne.1 ovt of place os the runwas, and uzlit into as to
.•

TVA Weekly
Newsletter

Now just a darn minute! Of course you have been neglected, cheated, deceived and otherwise mistreated. We are
sorry, and will attempt to get on with the gossip column. As
for explanations -- - well -- that's something else! Suffice it
to say, as an advertising man, Junior qualifies as a first rate
••cooiler".
After the extended absence, it's difficult to find a starting
point, but in keeping with our tradition, we'll just plunge in!
After our feeble attempts at apologizing, the next important
business is to thank you for the kind words, the inquiries, and
above all your patience and help.
A few of our favorite smart-alecks aren't so patient, so
a word to you, ale friend. James Ed Smith. fall in line son. The
Double F isn't lost, maybe misplaced, but never loft. Back
into the fold, boy. Bill Etherton, one more wise-crack from
you and we'll -warp you in the face with a wet squirrel".
We hesitate to imagine the thoughts racing through Ted
Atkins' mind Holy Toledo! The next meeting wih Joe Pat
Jones. Leon Andrus and all the Twin Lakes families should
prove interesting
to some people that. is Some very kind
words from Mrs. Kathryn Kyle yesterday. Being the gracious
lady she is, that comes naturally with her. It was a real pleasure to see you; ma'm!
Another "long time no see" friend, Mrs. Hoyt McClure.
She and her Boy Scout troop were -learning the newspaper
business" last week. A nice treat to see this lady also. We remember her best as Nancy Mohundro. She looked very nice in
her Scouting uniform, a little different to the nurse's uniform
we're accustomed to seeing her wear. One of her complaints
is that she can't keep track of Bill Mo. without the Double F.
Until we tan find another Cooner who can take as much
punishment and remain unruffled as the Mo does -- guess
he's elected as the "fall guy".
•
•
•
Two of oin• favorite canine friends are on the puny list.
Blackie and Jack are out oligothe hunt for the tine being.
Blackie has an injured foot, which is healing satisfactorily:
however Jack isn't doing as well. To date the vet has been
unable to diagnose his illness. These two hounds are among
our best trophy winners. The Black and Tan (Blackiel belongs to Hill Mohundro. arid Jack. a Walker, la nwil,Ni by Hen
Thom o-.01
•
•

Is the Tennessee Valley region
with its TVA dams. Oak Ridge atomic energy complex, and Huntsville
space center "favored- in Federal
spending?
Not according to an analysis of
Federal Government expenditures
in the region completed reoenUy
try TVA's Regional Study-. staff
The studs covers Ur primal fruni
Lune Thompson, Red Thompeon. Asher hems, Holils
1934 through 1915.
Hale and Bill Mohundro were hunting one night last week.
On • population bans. Federal
expenditures in aa Mins averaged They treed two Mr Parris and Mr. Hale are new friends to
. us. Don't have any information on their hounds. Mo and Red
S11.907 per person for the whole
32-year period. BM in the Tennes- were hunting Jim, Moose and Lady — while the ailing ones
see Valley region they averaged M.- are recuperating.
111112 per peraun. only 59 percent of
•
•
•
the national average
A very nice letter from Maude Swindell of Puryear, Term.
By Abigail Van Buren
In the three largest categories of
Thank you for the lovely poem and the "stray dog" story —
Federal expenditures. purctuuses of
DEAR ABBY. Nearly 6 months contends that it isn't good to rake goods in this region were less than we shall cherish them and will share them with our friends
go a genap of us men were lunch-'bovs and girls together Who Is onie-third. Nom& payrolls lees than We sincerely appreciate the thought, the time
and effort
ag together at our club when a,right, Why wonlcIn t a gentian want
two-thirds. and transfer payments required to collect these AND the nice letter. Please write or
wito
onll him Mr Duck Stnr.•.er a (laughter?
vetcall
Secunty
us
and
any
time
ileetal
you have a spare moment. We meet the nicest
latch as
aid. -I've had a fantastic season
STUMPED erans' basieffien lass Mon these- people via our hounds
and visa yenta.
rid have some ducks put away fdin.
on
averages
•
•
•
, DER
A
STUMPED: Ns, you are 'Duman of the national
11 of you.a copulation bails.
Another
Doe Arnett and Floyd Barrow . .. On guard boys! It will
man(I'll run hurl Bur net a -arrewballn I. want a gamin ' In the Wed year cowered in the
410,, apou up add dad.
My ulte ter. bat sense a year wife's ideas analysis. MIS. animstedl Federal ex- give me a great deal of pleasure to say "I TOLD YOU SO"!
le weeder absut
Can't Walt to see these two gentlemen "eat crow" we never
• an expert at preparing wild duck would raa
penditures per person in the Teno sr)), net send al the QUOLS to ber
Valley region were about 70 doubted for a moment the ability of Does "Black Sam" and
nessee
I
ma
enly aefferse Mat the elleesn't
fly hour and theT1 prepare a buck
percent of the pritionei average Floyd's -01e_Htue", but it was a bitter struggle trying to conOuter for all of us? lints7one agreed want a danginer bemuse the either
attending in the moon Ln vince..these °timers. Reports are that these two hounds won
issn'icitins11--er eareaseisasly derma Federal
t. would be great
1965 was esUmated at $28 billion, honors at the last Twin Lakes hunt. When we have
all the
Months maned and no duel
,
I with leis than 2 percept of that a- winners, we'll give complete details.
a•
ter Pinelly Mr. Duck Ranter asked
•
mount renernenting Federal appro•
•
•
nt If I'd ever b°044Plitmd
, (ONFIDENT4L
-I•ouNc. prutuons to TVA.
Don't go away friends
we'll be baci. that's'prom14g abilCs fer the
SYRACES,E., Federal expenditures in the anaid his; I hieket- "Wile
' Winless dem net askinsaticany'einem latitteled those Br the TVA ise!
Shot
ad sent42 dual
°' rows, %nth ad age Nothing dim— power system. which is self-ftnancmest •per•PrilliPar.
eseept wrinkles. It's tem wine_Me- ing out of Its own revenues Iran
worneene
toltigen-proses with age. MOS ash K the the sale orelectrinty. IT the =Alin
happened
sac Mx. Ipig Shot
her as my emploner identification
grapes were good in the tint phien sis had been limited to Federal
o the docks'
) Ated tr1o5 bo should
nurnber?
by approprtaexpenditures Inancel
.
'Row has the world been treating tions term the U. S Treasury. the
A. — No If you are liabie for bus- I
WOK LOVER yoti?- Unload your problems on Dear Tennessee ,Vallry regicilins where of
Messtaxies you mu
must obtain
tain an embeen
...have
national
total
the
would
BEAK ITUrlt LOVEle: Yea Mr. Abby. Box 69700. Los Angeles. ail_
ployen identification number even
owe Hunter slesesig silt Ishii. Inner 90069. For a personal. unpublished smaller
This column of questions and an- If you have a Social Beeurity num"Obvieuely Fedenil spending can- swers
enclose a sen_sodesssest
lw Mrs 'if tie nab dinner was reply
on federal tax matters Is ber. Your Social Security number
not be etenly divided on a populaducks with eviiritiod• excel
'
, stamped eneelope
prosnien by the local office of the should be used on your individual
tion bans.' Peter M. -Stern. TVA U. S.
.lg Shat's wife. er the birds
Internal Revenue Service and Income Mx return and not on limladed up he tbe eraws of Mr. me
Fror Abby's booklet. -Ho. to Rase Director of Regional Studies. said Is published as a public service to iness tax returns
Although there are sorne limitaAin and all the Little inseta
a Levels Wedding." send St to 4tAry.
taxpayers. The
column answers
To get an employer identification
le any ease. let tbis be a lemma Bea Wee, Les Angeles. (aL MIK& tions on how precisely Federal ex- questions most frequently asked
by number use Form 88-4 available
penditures can be allocated for a
er, yea. A bird he the bead is worth
•
taxpayers.
at local IRS tnd Social Security
particular region. these estimates
•in oseitbegy .ellmes !ewers.. as,
e.
are based on the best available
Q — I filed for my refund a offices. This number must be shown
sod time semeseae afters yam •
data. We believe the large differ- month ago. isn't it about time I re- on all btainem returns as well as
:Wt. don't let a ni-between foul
Schedule C of your individual reence between total expenditures per ceived It?
•ori •p.
capita In the Valley region and in
A — No. It lain too soon. Look turn.
a S9
Q. — Tye been linked to bring in
the United States provides suffic- for the refund to arrive anytime
DEAR ABBY: When introducing
ient evidence to support the con- alter the first of June Some re- my records on charitable deducfly 25-ye5r-old son who;has been
clusion that this merlon has not been turns filed at the deadline may not tions. I made some sizeable club
mirried and divorced senuone is
favored in the overall distribution be processed cornpletly till the end gifts last year. What can I bring to
,
sire to say. "You mean .you tare
of Federal expenditures."
of June. If your return Is _incom- prove these'
A. — A statement from the reIL son this good looking and no girl
plete or contains an error, proces1SJI snapped him up yet?"
TVA today announced a contract sing will take longer There will ceiving organization which indicates
Then I say. -He's been married
award for the 546 Trines of 7-8-inch also be a delay if the return Is se- the amount and date of the gift
Re's divorced now.- Weil. my soo
ecnner-allow tubing required for the lected for audit before the refund and identifies you as the contributor will be helpful in substantiating
ways this embarrasses turn no end.
steam condensers for a third gen- Is lamed.
the contribution.
and all I Mudd say in -No, lie's
erating unit being added to its
Q. — I think a mistake NOS made
Q. — My daughter is working as
'
single."
Paradise Steam Plant in western
I just null we it tile way.
Kentucky. The 1.150.000-kilowatt a sales eel this surruner to earn in my refund check. Who do I write
T may once yOu- are married you are
than any gen- mosey for college. If she makes about it?
that 3 will be larger'
A. — Write to your IRS Service
never single again You're a 'divererating unit now In operation any- more than $600 will I lose my deCenter for an explanation Please
pendency dedustion for her?
-no Melee answer this in-the paper
where
A. — If your daughter la under be sureto give your full name, adso other mothers can get it straight.
The $1.040.009 condenser tubing
TRUTHFUL
contract awarded to Wolverine Tube 19 or is a full-time student you will dregs and Social Security number
Divtdon. Calumet As Herla. Inc. not bee your dependency exemption en that your return can be identiDr•s Terrun L: if usE Is
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het aeeea.ar in make an rase of
If the does earn $600 or more, or to the taxpayer Evidently this was
manufactured at Decatur, Ala
year, asee's marital history but if
has taxes withheld, she must file misdirected In your car
you are asked eetright aid want
her own return
Q. — Do you have to pay Social
=DUCE LIM/STORY
to answer, answer hesestly.
Q. — I won the 1175 Prize risen Security taxes for a man hired to
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or
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Sitting Ducks
Some Hunters
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LOW PRICES
On Quality Merchandise for
the Entire Family!
INFANTS' and TODDLERS'

KNIT POLO SHIRTS
UP TO $9.95 WOMEN'S

SUMMER DRESESS
MEN'S 111x18" WHITE (Irregulars)

COTTON HANDKERCHIEFS
MEN'S and

99,
2:$11
5
ea

BOYS' WHITE COTTON

TERRY BEACH COATS
SLIGHT IRREGULARS - VALUES TO $3.99

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
WOMEN'S RIFLEX PANTIE-BRIEF

ACTION-BACK GIRDLE

$299

$2oo

$79g
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CLASSIFIED ADS GET RESULTS
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LEON ORR
Is New Operating
DILL ELE('TRIC
-Full TimeSee him for your electrical proulezus.

er st,eers 422.20-24.20; Mixed Good
and
Choice
$21 20-23 20;
Good
$19 25-21,25;
550-750
Choice
lb
$24 25-26.25: Muted Good and Choice $2325-25.25: Good $21.50-23.50:
Standard $19.75-2.1.75;

5165.00-200.00.
HOGS: Barrows and Gilts steady
(compared to last week's market)
U. 8, 1-2 190-230 lb $2226; U. S.
3 190-230 lb $21.75; SOWS: U. 8,
11 -2 250-350 lb $17.00; U. S 1-3 355450 lb $16.00; U 8, 2-3 455-600 lb
HEIFERS: Choice 550-950 lb $2150$15 00.
23.50; Mixed Good and Cholos
SHEEP: Choice 80-100 lb spring
520.50-2250;
Good
$18-75-20.75; slaughter lambs
$26.00-26.50.
Standard $17.00-19.00; Choice 350550 lb steer calves $26.25-28.25; MixTha giant, or killer clams along
ed Good and Choice $25.25-2725;
Good 523.50-25.50: Standard $21.75- 'the Great Barrier Reef of Australia
weath at. much as several hundred
23.75; Choice 350-550 lb
heaters
$4.75-24.75; Mixed Good and Cho- pounds

USED COLDSPOT 2-ton air-con- SORRY SAL is now
a merry gal. lions as carpentry, plumbing anti
ditioner, $95.00. Call after 5 P. Hi She used Blue Lustre
rug and up- operation of num:Inner} used in sim- 753-7498.
June 15, unfuraished, .t00ES
Days, Phone 753-2939
J-9-C holstery cleaner. Ittnt tleciric sham- ilar
ftEPALRED or replaced,
should have extale side duplex. 1831 Fanner. One
pooer $1. Hughes Paint Store.
built-up-el:tingle-gravel. Low oat
perience in labor unions and other
r Nights, Phone 753-5534
bedroom, living room, dinetW, kit-Free Estimates. Tri-State Halt- YOU saved and slaved for wall to
labor management experience, and
ice 521.75-23.75; Good $211,00-22.00;
chen, storage and bath. Private
wall carpet. Keep it new ith Blue
DILL ELECTRIC
ing Co. Dial 753-6800
be a slulleu tradesman in several
1717
Florida supplies more than 70 per
drive, and carport. Call after 3:30,
Standard $1825-2025.
Ware. Rent electric shampooer $1. ONE YEAR OLD registered
H-1-TV
fields.
This
potation will cover a
cent of the phosphate recorements
Polled
492-8174.
TFC MOBILE HOMES! Central air- Starks Hardware.
J-10-C Hereford bull. Phone 4.92-6459, or four-coun.y area. Applications may
COW AND CAL)': Choice Cow and of the United States and 30 per
conditioning, Coleman International
THE EMBASSY Large two-bedroom
Calf
pairs $200.00-'233.50.
492-8444.
Good cent of the world's.
.3-9-C be obtained from the Purchase Area
Duo-Therm, Sales, Parts, Service,
dINUER
SEWING
Machine
Shop,
24-INCH BOYS black Murray bike,
Economic Opportunity Council ofapartments; carpeted, individual Jim's
Healing & Electric Service,
ELEVEN
ACRES
about
repair,
6
rental,
miles
sales
ano
out
service,
13th
fice located at Court Hollas2, room
Banana seat, good condition, $15.00.
heat and auaconditioning. FurnishPans, Tenn. Phone 642-4589.
on Highway lii with nice 3-bedroom 10, third
Phone 753-4490,
ed or unfurnished. 106 So. 12th St.
J-10-NC
floor, Murray, Kentucky. and Main. Phone 753-5323. Open
June-9-P
stone home. Pull basement, garage Interviews and
one 753-7614.
screening will be nights until 8 p. m., Monday through
H7J-7-C
attached, large patio, nice built-1n held at a later date.
TIC
This is an Friday.
NEW
3-BEDROOM
all
electric kitchen
eVANT ED TO SU,
REE - BEDROOM brick house
with large Tappan stove, equal opportunity employer.
ACROSS
11-Time gone by
J-9-C ELF.CTROLUX SALES & Service,
1401C311 ODD
house in Keeneland Subchvision
large dining room and living room
114eastei Of year
Phone 753-7231.
J-7-C WANTED: Used nigh chair, in good Nice
101:3161GICIZ.1
1.Stitch
kitchen, large family room, with
Box
7-Trais of
213, Murray, Ky., C. M. Sandfireplace,
two
beths,
1301510M
0,1021r2c3
electric
4.Deteot
iergaticinee,
J-8-C two tale baths, aarpeted living room
WOMAN TO SIT with lady with ers, Phone 382-3176. Lynnville, Ky.
AVAILABLE for summer only, fur- condition. Phone 753-2699.
&Singing rove
CTIGIU GIJUU
heat, good well, also has nice gaflallatare of SOth
and entrance hall, utility, storage
12.Silkiscrin
nished garage apartment Suitable WANTED: Small 500
State
June 23-L
GMEJ
rage apartment for rental. New 10 broken hip. Ligtt house work and
or 600 CC
13 to hinge
9-100,000 rupees
room, double 'carport. Also central
OC1
MOO
for a single perion or a couple, N motorcycle or
stall block stock barn, a 6 stall cow cooking, 8 a, m. to 4 p. m. Phone PLEASL BRING your
men.nim
Mo-Pod, must be in
laStnall child
of
issues
Friheat and air-conditioning. Good
14 Country of Asia
inh Street. Phone 753-2718. J-8-P good condition. Also
.3-9-C
11 -World War II
barn, sock shop, good fences, nice 753-2773.
girls bicycle,
,
(I1(33E.1
131:111313
day,
?day
5,
the
to
1967
1'
15
raeshr
&
Ledger
pirkie on an exceptionably nice
agency ((nit.)
IIAL
LEM
20 Inch. with training wheels, 492lawn. Selling on account of health.
,j
16
-ements
17 Registered
'runes office.
TFNC
AVAILABLE June 15, unfurnished,
house. Call 753-3900.
J-8-C Galloway
'f"
18
nurse,
,atobr)
Insurance and Real Estate EXPERIENCED sho.t order cook.
J-11-P
one side duplex, 1631 Farmer. One 8433.
20 c
i.E0* 4118
19 A continent
Agency, Murray, Kentucky. Phone Steady uork, top pay, unemploy- THOROUGHBRED Drive-In will be
21,S -'..yionian deity
Es-A Ears
bedroom, living room, dinette, ka- 10 a 45' TRAILER. Must be in
(abbr.)
"'EIS
TWO 20-INCH G E. 3-speed elec- 753•5843
• :noti:te part
22 Stroke
J-9-C ment insurance Ky. Lake Lodge closed June 6-10. Re-open Sunday,
awn, storage and bath. Private good condition Call
f
,
23
etain
753-2930 after tric fans. Call 753-5014, after 5:00
24-Latin
Restaurant, Aurora, Ky. Phone 474- June 11.
J-8-C
27-1dte of respect
Ihve, and carport. Call after 3:30, 4 p. m. Brandon Dill.
cilenunctron
33 Uppermost part 44.1oelandic writing
.3-9-C p. m•
J-9-C 1959 CHEVROLET one-ton truck, 22511
J-7-C
29 Armed conflict
85 Lampreys
36 Measure of
492-8174.
45-Girl's name
ONE
WHITE
Pekingese,
for
ready
30 Pond.and
26.Stilll1 proper
good tire:, good mechanically. catweight (abbr.)
46.Tolled
se/re food
27
Stalk
Call
service.
753-2767.
J-8-C
37 Part of fireplace 47 Decay
1906 MUSTANG, red with white tle rack. Phone 489-3632. Fred Kirk31
Preposition
FURNISHED DUPLEX apartment
LOST & FOUND
28
Greek
letter
NOTICE
38 Natty. American 48 The self
32 Posed for .3-9-P
29 Foiste.1
vinyl top, wire spinner hub caps land.
ve block from university. Each
4
40 Recess in a well 49 Afternoon
_
portrait
30 Policeman
500 LB YELLOW Guernsey steer. Bought new locally. Must see
to A. C. - 60
artritent ha.s stove. refrigerator,
33
Measorirof
(slang)
Si-Mans nickname
party
COMB/NE, A-1 condilost Tuesday last seen west of apprecia.c. Pick
*eight
32 Siotted
up payments. Call tion.
43 Sun god
'ouch, 4 beds Available for sum50 Cloth measure
SPECIA L!
Call 753-3828 after 6 p. m.
34 Chnese mile
Hazel. Please call 492-8'779. J-7-P 753_5104.
J-9-C
er, John Pasco 753-2649
Fresh Kentucky Lake
J-8-C
35 `.hurt lathers
J-9-P
1
• L.eaning utensil
2 3 ...:::: • 5 6
7
CATFISH DINNERS
9 110 ii
Ky - Tues., June 6.
LOST-. Gold Benrus calendar *arch,
•
80 ACRE FARM on blacktop. Like
31-Doctrine
3 ROOM unfurnished apartment for
BY
OWNER,
earn
3-bedr
brick house
.:4V4
1967 Murray Livestock Auction.
brown alligator band and 1966 Mur- new three-bedroom brick home with
39
12
Labyonth
All
can
you
eat
rent. Private entrance, close to court my High ach„1 cum ring
In
Bagwell Manor Sulielivision. CarCATTLE AND tAL'VES: 273
40 Short sleep
with large kitchen and bath, utility room.
',........"
54-Order
$1.25
. Middle aged wink pre15
• •_, 6
HOGS: 34; SHEEP: 53.
17
, SLW engved
engraved initials. Left at Cor- Deep well, 66 acres °leered gentle pet in living room and hall, garage,
order
Childs
'75
er Phone 753-8947.
;
11../'.:.
Moderately active. Slaughter Cows
ITC vette Lanes Thursday night June 4. rolling land 20 luxes sowed in per- Pt baths, with drapes, electric heat.
..:.. ..e.-y-il
III
42
19
•420
'
KENTUCKY
LAKE
Ireland
LODGE
25e loser. Vealers steady, Feed'
I Telephone 753-2320 or 753-5911 nianent pasture and fenced for cat- air-conditioning Only one year old.
: .'•:',.:*
44 Church official
RESTAURANT
Phone 753-1203.
-C
-13
J
ers
other
steady,
about
funs
classes
21
..
".
..1
.
ii'
47
J-8-P
Reward.
23
24
2;
.ViS
Mel. Or Faecal* Help Wanted
tle. GOod outbuildings. A steal at
4i-PAlle West tggners Ferry
.•.•.
,:•;•:
,./..:•:.
steady.
in
$23.200.00.
27
28
Bridge on Highway 68, in
r•'•c2t0
,........
30
'
• Crete
SLAUGHTER HEIFERS: Good
FOR
SALE
PYRAMID LIFE Insurance CornHELF WANTED
33 ACRES, 6-room house with bath
Aurora, Ky.
52 S-shaped
750-850 lb $19 75-=.50.
3i
....... 32
t•-. )4
pany wants full or part-time repre- 1968 caEvRoixr, 4-door, auto- All tenciable level land Outbuiltmokfing
.3-10-C
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility $16.75sentatives Male or female. Liberal matic, $100.00. See. at 1311 Poplar. Ines, beautiful shady lean, $16.000 THE PURCHASE AREA Economic
Canner
$15_25-16.75.
Cutter
18.25.
erflame
.-....,
.
corraulasions on both A tnd H and
J-10-C ilae ACRES on blacktop. Excellent Opportunity Council, Inc., Paducah,
;,....•.i'
$13.50-15.50.
39
Life. EtceLlent renewals, salary post41
:.:1":•:1
.
, easy
•
Kentucky, has an immediate open- NANCE BROS. Pure Service. One SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility to
554553 'GraspG
56
F rie
G
ame
i in
open for qualified personnel A ROUND OAK pedestal table. EVELYN V. SMITH. Realtor, New ing for a Project Derector-Job De- atop car service. Mechanic on duty.
.
;'1'
...r:•'.1
57 Scold
4°2
44
45 46
M25-2225.
lb
1000
over
Oood
....•.
r Interview, reply to Poet Office I Ferfect condition. Phone 753-117%. Concord, phone 436-5641 anytime. veloper. This person should have a Fourth and Chestnut street, tele1;•:.• :::?:.:•.,
.'.' •
VEALAND
CALVES
DOWN
SLAUGHTER
47 411 40
ox052,
3-7-C
J-9-C
50
J-11-C Masters Degree or equivalent in ex- phone "13-8167.
ERS: Chsere 300-530 lb slaughter
1.Clan
'52
a,54
perience. should be thoroughly
..
a.
$23.00Good
75
75-26
$24
catves
THE AURORA Restaurant with pri2 Gear Lida
:31$3
with professional type per3 loGo,
vate dining room, open 6 a. in., 25.00. Standard $21 25-23 25 Choice
37
'
••.:•.:
''':::::4
5.,
,
..ta
sonnel program training and su4 Rate of
,
close 10 p. m. Good food, friendly Vealers $30 75-33 7., Good $28 00pervision experience; must have
movement
25-'2825
$2i
•"`••02 ailed
service. Local, tourist, and truck- 31 OC Standi.zd
ure Syndtca e. Inc.
expertise in the area of .loh deFEEDERS: Choice i50-950 lb feeddrivers welcome
velopment Thks position will cover
a four-county
area. Applications
may be obtained ham the Purchase
Area Economic Opportunity CounIrrom the Random House novel. Copyright et 1947 tElY
LJON.T.'ER WHAT it)001.0
cil office located at Court House,
Stanley Shin. Distributed by Xis& Features Sysilicste.
HAPPEN IF I WALKED O'ER TO
third floor, room 10, Murray, Ken4? ARAI AMMO
HER DE-EK,et.17
tucky. Interviews and screening will
ANO ETAIE R&M,* 1<IS5 ?
-Stop behaving like that." shc,
be, held at a later date This Is an
"A very great general.' said
WHAT ellAft RaerrareD
sao
Ren Des • et esaciraisi trying ...adame
emial opportunity employer
Her Frenc h. I ob- ordered an a hard voice "What
to be a miter in Paris ueeted the
to faint away at the
THE PURCHASE AREA Economic
money offered as tutor and bird - serve°. was flavored with a a weakling,
gUard to the yiung win of Sane * sarong Italian tecent,
sight of • card. A tine soldier
Opportunity Council. Inc.. Paduillernont, the rune/wan endow of
I had a bad time of it talking you'll make"
cah, Kentucky has an immediate
a French aristie-nat Davis disrenil
himsed
Paul squared
garded the adri ce or • French to her , until lunch, when Paul
opening for a Job Supervisor. This
friend, Louis Se Sur. not to get mand took • deep breath
isdeed at the de Memo's man- pined us at the table. 1 was chair
person should have a college eduGrand
away,
fainting
not
Guthrie/kr
"I'm
and
sion, Davis met Claude
at the
1,.te -grateful he remained
cation or the equivalent in backde Goode and F:diviond Ind
bed
a
Is
Tower
The
But
mama.
WayV,suer the sisiier• and 1.1 Weer* in table after lunch instead of
gniund-and experience; should have
and Sentare big me idorie to his grandmother eard. ream KT"
law of the late
tlinirdin. de t.:,tele • private Cs respecial trade skills in such occupa"Yea" said Madame Cesare.
t•ry Anne de Ville,nnnt me Deets again.
ruin_
and
a revolver to protect PINY. dIsrisS
-Will you ten Reno's fortune "it warns of disaster
the
of
advantage
him life to be tioperVati.
But that's the
When Darts let es Oases knot with the cards. GrandasamaT"
be
may
what
TaroL n warns
&boat the gua, he was tell to he asked hopefully.
I'VE
JUST
take ines(I GUESS
HOW CAN
humor Lase and do ocindLaprommed
"'There are some people who coming so ape ada
GET
aditervisegida don't believe
01-1, I LOVE
fortu sea" Ma- sures in Urns Now let's me
tiat a
ellau
GOT A SUSPICIOUS
arreirellim
a
t ar
SAY
YOU
CHANGE
loathe, to further ets literary ca- dame Ceera said with malice. what surrounds The Tower so
WISHING WELLS-reer. Meanwhile, Maytag moved Ida
MIND
what measures
AN
SUCH
HERE
quarters to the de Villeniont man"'Rut Reno would believe in that we strItiNV
LET'S DROP
sion, Davie sub-let his apartment to
in must be taken. Above it is die
believes
He
Grandmama.
r."D
AWFUL
r=D
Leon Reque. • salesman_
raised
two of pentacles." She
A COiN
After • wartime frogs Matilde magic •
mine. -This tells JAI
Vosners to leave the de Villernost
THING ?
to
eyes
her
"Byrnsaid.
I
magic,"
"White
Davis learned Mgt l'Rul't
that matters which trouble the
f•irriter tutor. Ridsey Stott. killed pathetic magic"
mind.
Villemont.
himself over Anne
.0111111111111drare
Madame Cetura's lip curled, inquirer are only in his
r,
but by
"How fortunate my magic is They do not exist at all,
CHAPTER
do.
they
think
fumself
letting
I ATE one Sunday ifiZtrning. only that kind."
7
•
Cr\t,e--"
-The cards never lie," Paul he is being drawn into danger."
WISHING \
Paul de Villemont and I
I was jolted by that myself. It
shrug of resignation.
were driven to the Ile Saint- said with a
WELL
the nine of cups, sounded as if she knew I was at
Louis. Paul was tense and un- "My card is
means I'm going to Saint- work digging up her family
happy as he Was every Sunday and it
to be a soldier skeletons
when faced with the Imminent Cyr and learn
Madame Cesare pointed a
what Mains Omits."
pro-pect of meeting his grand- no matter
becocked an lirapi.ring eye at wrinkled finger. "And here
I
I, J'irs.. 0.--A,1•le.••••••••
mother.
S'isarefIl_c_sa_
-Persuasive low The Tower,“ she said to me
C•sir
,
I at 6, 10...4
Madame
- Le-Wee/E. Ort.
to
up
pulled
ear
When the
-is the king rtf cups. There la a
magic. madame?"
11w door of Madame t'estra's
hermit.
may
who
man
powerful
clever,
young
too
be
-Don't
home I saw we were on the
either your good friend or your
she said coldly.
Qua' d'Anam where Sydney man,being
WELL, TRY TO
HOLD ON,
Still, she ruse and went to deadly enemy This is now
Scott had come to his end, and
from it drew weighed in the balance. so take
COME UP
JP BE TH...I'LL 13F
and
escritoire
Lee
:... I FOR6OT.. I F:AVE
sedate
ookirig arou•,i1 at the
balaric
the
weight
THERE IN A MINUTE.,
a besuitifully done maratietry care not to
A DEATHLY FEAR OF
araystone and lin w•nstone
the agains yolirself '
When site rent
HEIGHTS... I
ings along one sale of the sweet. box.
I
that
tne
sauce
it
Suddenly
bon
the
from
worn deck of cards
CAN'T GO
the embankment wall along the
spread them face up on the was playit.g right Int., Madame
other, the trees freshly green, and
UR.,OR
by thinking theca
heads
("extra's
were
they
what
guested
1
table
their leaves shimmering in a
DOWN..
Simply watchii g my
sin
thoughts.
never
anyhad
I
although
Warm breeze the river flowing
reacted to he:
expression all
them tel ,re.
ornea'h the lovely arches of the thing like
nonsense. she Ic.ic.v she was lu•.'asked.
I
-Tarot?"
feeling
Punt-Marie, I had the
way
-Yes. Are you familiar with prig some target. There
that this simply wasn't the right
every chance thfat my mdiffer.
them?'
violence.
by
death
for
setting
ence to in m,111-4,- when we
-I've heard of them.But of course. Scott .had died
leschenhaut
She deftly shuffled the deck. diamissed Charles
id February It wrathl have been
it, then dealt out had determined ner to win, me
ififferent then, especially at the had me cut
of It before her, face up. over as his follower with the
midnight hours. And again the part
SCARED...TO,,,
rernatnder of the deck Was help of the Tarot
thought met In my mind as it The
/A0%/E
Madame
1 ginned at Madame., "The
Now
aside.
placed
the
during
had so many times
cards spread out be- cards don't give names. I sup.
the
studied
ril• A
Mn•
WW1
-what
pas: two days
T. D..
D. •
.• • ••••
said lightly.
pose.removed one,
dame de Villemont doing with fore her ant
'ofNor
man,
young
will
and
"No.
Magus
The
-This is
the man on the Qual d'Anjou at
ten us nothing. But the card dresses and telephone numbers."
midnight?
She swept the cards together
fills Its place--"
that
I thrust the thought aside as
She whispered. "'The Tower.- with an impatient gesture and
a maid led iiit up a flight of
If she was putting on an act, replaced theni in their box.
-cct':
stairs to Madame Cesira's living
7.,
LL'7-7
'
THE NEW I..1ATION OF *IS T.OTH ER -W
'4 3 WE
4
:
"But there Was more to tell,
it was a good one. She seemed
' room.
WE:RE AL.L
-I
\I
RS
E
B
MEM
Grandmama7'
sight
IS
of
ISLAND
Wasn't there,
really shocked by the
"WOLF
Monix
This
"Orandmarna.
\
WELL-ROUI4DAD!!
that pasteboard with its vividly paw protested
7I-4' SAME
INVITED TO BECOME
sieur Reno. And this," he said
colored picture of a stone tower.
-No more.'' Madame Ceeira
ki•TYPE
YO'
OF
MEMBER
to me. sullenly rattling it off as
A
tongues of flame belching ft-urn said shortly. "Besides, the cards
If he had learned It by rote, "is
IS?
THE U.N.!!
its windows, bodies hurt ling 'hang" each time they're dealt.
my grandmother. Madame CPOdealt for
they're
time
it.
from
next
The
de
Ira Maria Montecttatellani
Her tone and manner were in. Reno, everything may be chang.
Villemont."
'
•
ctse'
Paul's face went white, ed for the better."
fectious.
grandyour
about
"And what
his eyes became enormous.
Muclame,
I sincerely hoped so, no matdemanded
father?"
he
?"
it
isn't
bad,
very
"That's
ter what she was trying to tell
wnich gave me quite a start
tensely, and 1 quickly said, me with her inumholumbo
saw Paul point to a said
until
a
only
IS
This
"No,
isn't,
It
framed photograph on the manOr was I only imagining there
game, Paul. It doesn't mean
telpiece ht a nandenme. graywas a message In it'
anything."
milimustached man in ornate
might be
"It does! And what do the
tary uniform.
had seemed aally strick•
around The Tow-r say.
cards
She
grandmy
was
that
"Yes, and
they bad, en when she had turned over
aba..
father, General Sebaatien de 4.1tandmama? Are
The Tower, that g a tidy car Cediali‘.•••
Villonitint." he said to me. "A ton ?"
ramie.
to
disaster
promising
irascible
Madame Cataira took
ereat general of the Army of
d Tomorrow
(To Re Cnnlvon,
notice of her grana-on'a state
the int 'tale of France."
Syndleic
19117 by Stanley Ms. MIMI:wad by King Features
From the Random Souse novel. Cubvright
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PAGE SEVEN
THE UNDERSIGNED will not be
responsible for debts or contracts
other than his own Joseph CYBryan.
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Intrigue-suspense at its best

HOUSE OF CAILDS
by STANLEY ELLIN
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Coldwater
,

News
By Mrs. (lobelia Bassett
Jan? 2. 1967
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• few clays with them
Pvt. Bobby Barzell is spending
his furlough with his wife, parent,
arid other relati‘es in Kentucky.
Mrs. Algie Tubers and Mr and
Mrs. Ronald •Reci Gerfin and son
spent the holidays with relato,es in
Chicago. TU.
Pliet Ronnie
Barzell of
Fort
Campbell spent the week end with
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Hansen and other friends in Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. J T Tidwell spent
the holidays with Mr and Mrs.
Johnny Parker and daughter in

LEDGER

WHAT'S GOING ON
.•••

HME

wwwwswi••••
SA as&
WINKINISHR

Mr and Mrs Ernest Edmondson
The Kentneky Department of Agand daughter spent Sat ..relay rn.ght
riculture has added a new barrow
with Mrs. Hattie WHt....sr. anc: Donshow to its swine program_ Commisald Watson
Apnee of Agriculture Wendell P.
Bee and Mrs Paul Garland spent
Butler has announced that the new
the weekend with relatives in Kenevent will be held at Hopkinsville
tucky and were callers of Mr.
- MatJuly 10-14.
tae Jones and Miss Lots Marine
Mr and Mrr, Edison Hopkins and'
Tuesday afternoon.
daughter visited their son and fam- I Butler said the new sow will be
Mr. and Mrs Par-win Miller have Ily, Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Hopkins, held at the Pennyroyal
Fairgrounds
moved to their new home on High- and son of North Carolma.
• with the carcass contest to be held
way 121 near Coldwater
Mrs Jess Darnell spent Tuesday I at the Frastv Morn Packing ComMr and Mrs Virtsle Bridges were of the past week with Mrs Bertha! pany in Clarksvtlle,
Tennessee
third Sunday afternoon guests of Hill. Mrs Ora Adams sas an afterThis show makes a total of Van*
"Misses !dire and Carlene Lamb.
noon caller.
which the Deportment sponsors in
Past week guests of mine were
Mrs. Effie Kingins has returned. cooperation with the University of
Mrs Jess Darnell, Mrs Hobert Pea. to the home of her daughter. Mrs. Kentucky's Extension Service
and
Mrs Bertha Hill and Mr and Mrs. Sherwood Potts, Mr Potts and sorer the Divisinn of Vocatioruel Agricult-.
Hoy Pench Sunday evening callMiss Attie Lamb is not so well at ural Education Th. other Mote are
ers were Mr and Mrs. Pench and her home near Coldwater
the Blue Grass at ParisZenMr and Mrs Robert L. Beane&
Curtis Braoks has returned to his tack yat Mayfield. and the Central
Wednesday evening callers were Mr. home from the Memphis hospital. Kentucky at Carnnbellsville.
and Mrs Lvman Bison.
He is Unproved.
Butler said the Hopkinsrilie show
Mrs Linn Whichester, Jr, and
will offer 13.000 in premiums. Claw
children wer? Wednesday rivals
THREE BATTLES
es to be offered are commercial
her parents. Mr and Mrs_ Earl! 'Three Civil War battles were and purebred single barroom coon
Lamb Kenneth Smith is spending fought at Lebanon
elan for pens of three: and a
sinrie

of
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TIMES

is

tarroa clash for 4-H and FFA
members All entries in the singles
e•lasses will be slaughtered for the
tarots.% contest
Francis Callihan.
Milford. Ill,
Aral be the judge for the on-foot
show. Dr York Varney, University
of Kentucky, will judge the carcass
entries
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WORLD4/E
*No,

"Participation In these
district
shows can help • swine producer,'
Butler stated, "for they sire him
an opportunity to see the type of
animals desired by today's packers
By having his animals judged live
and then evaluated in the careea
contest the farmer can see how his
animals measure up to the standards set by present market demands'
Butler noted that as 0f Januar,
1 of this year, hogs on Kentucky
farms totaled 1.225,000 head 'Thi...
was 11 percent above the number
on hand in the previous year.

4 t,
t.;4

•

TWO U 5 1
'CO•TER5
At•K• Iii
NON-STOP
NY .PARIS
FLIGHT

Walk

U.S CANNOT USE
BASIS IN TURKEY
AGAINST ARMES.
IS TURK DECISION

PEKING MuSTEES
ARMY, STUDENIS
CIVILIAKS IN
HUNGE R STRUGGLE

POPE hism6S
27 CARDINALS
INCLuDING 4
AMERICANS

•
SOVIET WARSHIPS
154 MEDITERRANEAN

AMIRICANS ARE
UEGIO TO LEAVE
110Y- WRACKED
PORTUGUESE MACAO

••
S ARRESTED
IN CuRACAO
IN THEW Of
$975 000 IN
GOLD Flom
N T -CARACAS
ANHWEI

STRIP MINE SURVEY
A report will be made on the findhies of a national strip mine survey at the Kentucky Strip Mine
Symposium at Owensboro July p

•
JORDAN u A II
BUOY HATCHET
IN CA1110 WITH
DEFENSE PACT
AGAINST ISR•IL

F
\
HINDUS
MOS.ENS
RATTLE IN
CALCUTTA

I

IS WIVE°
IS PAILIST•N
IN $1 MILLION
GOLD SMUGGLE

PHGERI•'S MKITARY RULER
DECLARES AN trAIRGINCT TO
IILOCK SOUTHEAST 5ECE55,054

COUNTY NAME
sa.
Pulaski County Kentucky
named for Count Joseph Pulask:
great Polish patriot and Revolutionary* War hero

BIG JUNE STORE WIDE SALE

IS !

BIGGEST BARGAINS EVER TO BE FOUND
and

SALE BEGINS THURSDAY, JUNE 8th

Wa

OPEN 8 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.

Mae
Ilsoussi
It Is
dire".

lif GGINS FIIIIP11111111E

Pr.

W'r
the

s

Arid
ough
You it
His
than

MILES NORTH OF MURRAY ON BENTON HIGHWAY

br'
Mier
care

$50.00 IN CASH,TO BE GIVEN AWAY SATURDAY, JUNE 17th, AT 5:30 P.M.
Di

nem
fair.
The
The se
wharf.
The
bus. I

OUT COUPON BELOW . . . BRING IT IN TO STORE . . . BE SURE YOUR NAME IS IN THE BOX
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OUR STORE IS OVER-LOADED . . . WE MUST MOVE MERCHANDISE

Traditional Sofa-Matching
Chair,

VINYL COVERED

SOFA BED

4

CHAIR

BASIC BEIGE COLOR ONLY

SOLID MAPLE
FNI)

Installed with Rubber Waffle Pad

TABLES

only $6.45 sq. yd.

COC KT AIL
1.0 SEA MIST GREEN
so' COIN GOLD
so AVOCADO GREEN

Floor Samples

Our Very Best

SALE

21995
$RI('E

BEIGE - BROWS
TAN or GREEN

Some

REDUCED

SOFA

Early American

and Matching Chair
Reg.'299.95

SOFA

$229"

THER-A-PEDIC
• MATTRESS

LAMPS

100" Traditional

— SALE PRICE —

only $6.95sq. yd.

AI.I. GREATLY

SOFA & CHAIR
only $16995

Quilted Top with Matching Box Spring

$2.98

Both Only $59.95

and up

With Wood Trim Includes
so' SWIVEL WM KER
so' SCOTCHGARD COVER
1.• RUBBER CUSHIONS

imin:Twoaxi-11We

••••••••••••••IM

'

With Trade In

Reg. $279.95
DON'T FOR(;ET

FATHER' DAY
June 18
BIG SELECTION OF

Recliners
Priers Start at
It
att•

..,95

CITY

and up

STATE

THIS COUPON IS WORTH ;50.00 CASH
. . . If Your Name Is Drawn!

•••

••••

FILL ()I T AND DROP IN BOX IN STORE'

Maple Arms - Tweed Cover

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY •

•

_

— 3-PIECE SET —

011I17111

Hot Point Room Air
Conditioner

Ina
For
Re
dor

RUST GUARDIAN FINISH • ('ONCFALED CONTROLS
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BRONZE - 7-PC. SET
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As Lom As $5995
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Salem Maple Finish - 45" Table - 2 Leaves
6 Duxbery or ('omb Back Chairs
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ALL BEDROOM SUITES
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Washers only $169.95

Installed with Rubber Pad

Slightly Scratched

VINYL

HOT WEATHER SPECIAL

HOTPOINT ALL-PORCELAIN - 16-Lb. Load
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GOLD QUILTED
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NYLON CARPET

TABLES

Reg. 1299.95

DuPONT 501

*

Save $80.00 Now Only $21995
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2-SPEED TURBINE TYPE FAN • FLIP-OUT FILTE.R • HOTPOINT

$89195

Bronze Color - Regular '299.95

Living Room Set

*

only $2.10 sq. yd.

- ONLY -

Traditional Sofa & Chair

2-Piece Traditional
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